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Message from President Beck A. Taylor
Whitworth in 30 Seconds: What Would You Say?
One of the first
concepts I learned
when studying
sales and mar~ting
was that of the
"elevator speech."
The concept is
simple - if you had
only 30 seconds
(presumably in an
elevator) to tell
someone why your
product or service
was worth buying>
what would you
say) The goal of an
effective elevator
speech is to get 30
more seconds of
the person's time
and attention; that process repeats until, as the story goes, you
make the sale. Elevator speeches must be concise, to the point,
and interesting enough to hold someone's attention.
I get plenty of opportunities to practice my Whitworth
elevator speech. A quick introduction to someone who knows
little about Whitworth almost invariably leads to this request:
"Tell me about Whitworth." I don't always say exactly the same
things. I try to fine-tune my speech to find the most compelling
words to capture the listener's attention. There's so much to say.
Where do I start?
I recently asked several good Whitworth friends to give me
their Whitworth elevator speeches. These were folks who, I
knew, had plenty of practice extolling Whitworth's virtues.
Here's just a sampling:
"Whitworth provides a supportive environment in which
students are encouraged to learn how to think as opposed to
being told what to think. As a result, students come out as better
decision-makers, not just better rule-followers. I appreciate the
deep commitment of faculty to the students, not only to inspire
lifelong learning, but also to know and follow Christ more
deeply. Whitworth provides an education of both mind and
heart that is transfcnnative and rare. You will not find a better
university experience anywhere."
"It takes courage to stand where Whitworth stands in the
educational landscape - committed to the minds and hearts
of students. Whitworth provides an important, enriching and
supportive environment for young people to explore new ideas,
both intellectually and faithfully. The professors are Vibrant
and passionate about both intellectual pursuits and their
Christian faith. Thinking deeply about faith and learning
strengthens students as they leave Whitworth to become
leaders in the world."
"I am thrilled with the 22-year-old Whitworth graduate. The
student life staff talks about 'growing adults,' and the residence
life experience does just that. In the classroom, Whitworth
challenges and stretches students' minds under the guidance of
Christian faculty. It is exactly that experience I wanted for my
own children."
Aren't those great? I'm sold.
As you interact with people who want to know more about
Whitworth, what's your elevator speech? I'd love to hear it. Send
it in and we'll publish the best ones. In the meantime, thanks for
the ways you represent Whitworth.
And as always, please keep Whitworth in your prayers.
Send your "Whitworth in 30 Seconds" entries to tmitchell@whitworth.edu or to Terry Rayburn Mitchell; Editor,
Whitworth Today; Whitworth University Communications Office; 300 West Hawthorne Road; Spokane, WA
99251. We'll run them by President Taylor and choose the best ones to publish in a future issue ofWhi'wonh Today.
-------------0-------------
What's it like to be the president of Whitworth? You can find out by going online to www.whitworth.edu/
presidentsoffice/dayinthelife and viewing A Day in the Life of Beck Taylor, a slideshow produced by the university
communications office with photos by Tanner Scholten, '14, Corey Zalewski, '13, and Danny Parker, '15.
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[Editor's NOTE]
YOU may notice that Whitworth Today has undergone somesubtle changes since the last issue. We'll be doing a full
redesign this summer, and we're looking forward to bringing you
the magazine in a whole new format this falL We've also added
a member to our magazine work group - a project director, in
the person of Associate Director of Communications Garrett
Riddle. Garrett agreed to take on this task to help us plan and
compile the magazine more effectively, and he has done a
stellar job. Thanks so much, G., for your expertise and for your
plain old hard work.
W.T. is not the only thing that's changing. The university is
expanding its denominational affiliation, and Associate Editor
julie Riddle, '92, interviewed Whitworth President Beck A.
Taylor (Page 10) to get the lay of the land about this new
direction. OUf Weyerhaeuser scholars are pursuing studies
that often prove pivotal for them and for those whose lives
they touch, and Media Relations Manager Lucas Beechinor,
'09, who joined the W.T. team in February, is the author of
the feature on Page 6 that highlights four of those scholars.
And Liz Strauch, '04, who recently joined the university
communications staff (moving over from annual giving), has
pulled together a fun look at the event formerly known as
Springfest (Page 12), which has metamorphosed a number of
times throughout its 25 years at Whitworth.
Some things stay the same here - we always have great
professors and bright, eager students; our athletics programs
are always competitive at the highest levels; our campus is
beautiful and welcoming; even our spring weather is invariably
predictable in its unpredictability. But the energy and
enthusiasm that accompany positive change must always be
features of a community that renews itself each fall with the
addition of a few hundred invigorated and invigorating new
Whitworthians, and I think you'll be pleased with the stories
of change that you find in this issue. Enjoy the magazine,
and know how much we at W.T. appreciate your support for
Whitworth. We hope that never changes.
[Letters to the EDITOR]
I am rather amused at the Whitworth Today comment (Fall/Winter
2012, Page31) about my recent re-election to the AGONational
Council. I would refer you to the home pages of our American Guild
of Organists, www.agohq.org, where you'll see links for national and
regional councillors. It's part of our traditions, I guess, and we have
chosen to retain the "quirky" spelling. Maybe we've been hearing too
many Pemco Insurance ads: "We're a lot like you - a little different:'
Dean Jamieson, Ph.D., '68
I appreciated Carolyn Jacobs' comments in the Springj
Summer 2012 Whitworth Today.Given that a large segment of
devout Christians no longer regards homosexuality as sin, and taking
into account the abundance of Christian families who have
homosexual sons or daughters, we need to expand the discussion.
And please don't refer to homosexuality as a "lifestyle." Not only
does the word carry negative connotations, but it also reinforces
the unfounded belief that homosexuality is a choice. As my son
once said, "Mom, do you think anyone would choose to be gay?"
Judgmental and hateful attitudes toward gays and lesbians cause
them to live in understandable fear. In my recent play, Not My Son
[for info, Google title or author's name], a family comes to grips
with a son's homosexuality. It is not my story, but it does voice my
and my husband's emotional turmoil and theological questioning
upon learning that one of our sons is gay. I wrote it to present a
perspective few evangelical Christians know exists, and I tried to be
fair to both sides.
Dolores Klinsky Walker, '61
Whitworth Today reserves the right to edit letters for length
and/or content.
[Write US!]
Wewant to know what you think - about Whitworth Today,and about
Whitworth in general. Send us an e-mail (tmitchell@Whitworth.edu)
or write us at Whitworth Today,University Communications Office,
Whitworth University,300 W. Hawthorne Road, Spokane, WA99251.
Your assistance, please
We're adding a new department in our fall issue: My Favorite Professor. If you're interested in doing a little reminiscing
(we'll send you a list of questions) about the faculty member who most influenced you when vou were at Whitworth,
please e-mail or snail-mail us a brief message to let us know what you're doing, when you graduated, and why you'd like to
participate. We'll get back to you ASAP.
Also, if you're thinking about sending electronic pharos to us for publication in the magazine, we need digital photos with
a minimum resolution of 300 dpi at 100 percent size (at least 4x6 inches). In general, .jpg photos should be at least 800 KB
or larger; .nf photos should be at least 3 MB or larger. We can still include prints in the magazine, if they're very crisp and
clear, with good color and discernible faces. Send My Favorite Professor ideas and electronic photos to trnitchelld'whirworth.
edu; printed photos can be sent to Terry Rayburn Mitchell, Editor; Whitworth Today;Whitworth University Communications
Offce; 300 West Hawthorne Road, Spokane, WA 99251.
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BACKGROUNO:
Whitworth's first course catalog
describes the university as an institution
committed to "guarding well the moral
and religious life of the students, ever
directing them in the pursuit of that
learning and culture of mind and heart
that make the finished scholar."
The Weyerhaeuser Younger Scholars
program has played a major role in
exemplifying that pursuit by bringing
together Whitworth faculty and students
who produce original, graduate-level
research that the students present at
research conferences in their disciplines.
As an English and biology double-
major, Diana Cater is combining those
fields in an investigation of the role of
science narratives in popular culture,
focusing on Randy Shilts' book about
the AIDS epidemic, And the Band Played
On. In addition to her research, Cater
has been involved with Hlv-and AIDS-
prevention and awareness campaigns
in Spokane.
Cater has immersed herself in her
research, says her faculty mentor,
Assistant Professor of English Nicole
Sheets. "It's exciting for me, as her
mentor, to see the ways she's narrowed
and refined her thesis," Sheets says.
"Rather than just looking at the
importance of narrative in publicizing
scientific discovery and raising awareness,
Diana is now examining the ways that
the 'science detective' narrative can
actually be detrimental to scientific
inquiry.
Whitworth Professor of History Dale
Soden has overseen the program since
1993. Initially, it was called the Pew
Younger Scholars Program and was
funded by the Pew Foundation. In the
late '90s, after funding from the Pew
Foundation ran out, the name was
changed to Weyerhaeuser Younger
Scholars (WYS). Funds for the program
now come from the Weyerhaeuser
Center for Christian Faith & Learning,
which was established at Whitworth
in 1998. To participate in the program,
a student must be invited by a faculty
member.
Soden says that the key focus of the
program is the mentoring relationship
that focuses on the possibility of the
student seeking an academic career.
"Her focus on the Shilts book is kind
of the center of the Venn diagram (a
diagram that features overlapping areas of
interest) where her literary, scientific, and
public-health advocacy interests meet,"
Sheets says. As Cater's research into her
topic has intensified, Sheets has helped
her streamline her arguments and explore
other avenues of inquiry.
''Nicole helped me realize that the
most solid, well-backed argument is
lifeless if its author isn't engaged in it,"
Cater says. "Research for the sake of
research itself is draining; passion that
becomes research is empowering."
Because one of the requirements of
WYS is for students to present their work
at a research conference, Sheets helped
Cater find conferences ro submit to and
also helped her tailor her writing to
each specific event. Cater says this was
essential to making her research engaging
and relevant to her audience. She says
that WYS gives liberal-arts students the
chance to demonstrate the power of their
education while putting it to good use.
"The student meets regularly with the
professor and pursues a research project,"
he says. "Money is provided to help defray
both research costs and the cost of travel
ro a regional conference. The program
requires that the student present his or her
research at an academic conference during
the school year."
Seven faculty members and eight
students have been involved in the
Weyerhaeuser program during the
2012-13 academic year. Fields of study
vary greatly, as do research projects,
but all of the current scholars and their
mentors seek to exemplify the value
of the liberal arts in students' pursuit of
success in their chosen fields. Alumni
and current scholars find that their
work in the program has enriched their
learning, their professional credentials,
and their lives. Read more about their
projects in the following vignettes.
'Whitworth students are curious
people," Catet says. "I think Weyerhaeuser
Younger Scholars rewards that. We care
about learning and sharing our ideas, and
that means going above and beyond what
it takes to just get by."
Cater believes that the value of a
liberal-arts education lies in the critical
thinking, ingenuiry and determination
gained through research, She says that
analyzing systems, isolating problems,
and developing creative solutions ate just
some of the skills students gain through
an education in the liberal arts. "It was
liberating for me to be self-directed
and to know that no one was making
me write this paper," she says. "I wasn't
only pushing myself academically; I
was depending on my own passion and
conviction to keep going. This meant
knowing not just my mind, but my heart
as well."
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Jason Hogstad, a history major and
Spanish minor during his Whitworth
career, has worked at the High Desert
Museum, in Bend, Ore., for the last
three years. "I started the summer after
graduation as a part-time seasonal
custodian," he says. Later that fall he
applied for a position as a living-history
interpreter and got it. In spring 2012,
he was promoted to assistant curator of
living history.
After graduating from Whitworth,
Kyle Forsyth (who comes from a long
line ofWhitworth grads), attended
law school at the University of Notre
Dame, graduating in 2003 with a J.D. He
worked as a law clerk for a federal district
court judge and then for a federal court
of appeals judge. Since 2006, he has
worked as a trial attorney for the U.S.
Department of Justice, in Washington,
D.C. HIS office is about six blocks from
the White House.
"My practice is focused on commercial
litigation," he says. "It usually involves
contract or statutory disputes about money
between the federal government and any
non-federal entity, including commercial
or state entities. n
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Hogstad says his time in WYS and the
attention he received from Whitworth
faculty was instrumental in his post-
graduation career path. "The program
seemed to be a natural evolution of two
of Whitworth's best qualities," he says:
"a commitment to rigorous academic
inquiry and an involvement in the lives of
those around you." As a student, Hogstad
was inspired by the fact that Professor of
History Arlin Migliazzo had invited him
to participate in the program. "Having
my research and work validated in that
way changed.how I viewed myself," he
says. "By the end of the program, I felt
that I could confidently bring something
to the table in academic and professional
settings." Hogstad says it was this kind of
attention that set him up for success in his
current career.
"The faith that individuals such as
Dr. Mig had in my abilities translated into
a confidence that I was able to project
as I applied and worked at the museum,"
says Hogstad. He says that because of
the younger scholars program, he didn't
have to guess whether he had the skills
necessary to work in an academic setting.
His abilities had already been put to
the test.
For his part, Migliazzo had quickly
recognized Hogstad's curiosity, passion and
enthusiasm for history. "I put those three
Forsyth recalls his time in the Pew
Younger Scholars Program and his
guidance from faculty mentor Julia
Stronks as being critical in decisions he
made regarding his career. "One of the
most significant things she did was help
me think about graduate school and
recommend that I consider certain law
schools. It's fair to say that without her
guidance, I would not have ended up at
Notre Dame."
While at Whitworth, Forsyth, an
international political economy major,
was interested in how economics play
our politically in public policy. He says
that even though he was not majoring
or minoring in reltgion or phUosophy,
things together and thought he might be
really interested in this program," says the
longtime Whitworth history professor.
"One of the things that struck me right
off the bat about Jason was when he came
to me regarding a class project and said,
'What can I do to make this better? What
can I do to finesse this argument?",
Migliazzo enjoys participating in the
program and gets a special satisfaction
from seeing a student's sense of
accomplishment, along with his or her
recognition that s/he has the ability
to frame legitimate arguments and see
different perspectives. "They [students]
decide what to do," he says. "The mentor
may make suggestions, but really it's a
student's baby from the beginning to
end, and it's great to see the feeling of
accomplishment they get from it."
The program reaffirms students as
capable scholars and also recognizes their
curiosity and enthusiasm. For students
interested in history, it also helps them see
that they don't have to become history
teachers to enjoy a career in the field.
He adds that the program is just one
opportunity for students to discover other
things they can do vocationally with the
skills they sharpen while studying history.
_Ielllll rigIII: Kilt< Fo!syIh, '96.PaulFo!syIh, '67.
SheBa Fo!syIh, '61,and Kyle Fo!syIh, '99
he was interested in surveying Christian
perspectives of economic justice and
comparing them with influential non-
Christian perspecnves such as those of
Marx andJohn Rawls This became the
basis for hIS research project while he was
in the younger scholars program.
Carlv Kwak is currently the sales
manager of River Point Farms, in
Hermiston, Ore. The company is the
largest grower, packer, shipper, and
processor of onions in the United States.
She says that her time at Whitworth, and
especially in WYS, has played a key role
in her career at River Point.
Kwak's job requires her to track data,
follow market trends, and communicate
that information internally and externally.
As a younger scholar, she was introduced
to doing professional-level research while
working under a deadline. She says that
she sharpened her skills dramatically
through her research project, which
involved documenting the history of a
Spokane church.
"Dale Soden showed me how to
think about a subject from different
perspectives," she says. "For example, an
individual's narrative could be influenced
by factors such as social class or gender."
Kwak says that the project gave her
team-building skills that have served her
well professionally, "Taking the time to
understand each team member's story
helps to create trust and understanding,"
she says. "Additionally, [Soden] showed
me to look at an individual case study,
"We [took] those ideas that in Core
might seem abstract, and then we 'put
some meat on the bone,' if you will, and
[explored] the real-world consequences of
the ideas," Forsyth says.
"Kyle was a quiet intellect," Stronks
says. "Working on a larger project gave
us the chance to know each other better
both personally and professionally. I can't
sufficiently express how proud I am of
students like Kyle who are contributing
to the world by USIng the gifts God has
given them."
Kwak and her fiance, Dan Bauch, '07
such as a local church, and see how
it fit into the larger picture of what
was happening in America and in
religious movements." Kwak found the
church's history quite fascinating, as its
congregation had existed for about a
century at the time of her research and
had experienced dramatic change through
the decades. "I spent some hours in the
library, but for the most part, the research
involved gathering individuals' stories
and deciding how to best frame them
within the larger narrative of what was
happening in the church."
Kwak says that WYS is important
for liberal arts students because it offers
the opportunity for them to do primary
research, and it is up to each student
what the end-product of the research will
look like. She says that she had never
done a research project like that before,
One of the things that Stronks
enjoys most about mentoring students
who participate in the program is its
deeper one-on-one working relationship.
She sees It as a great source of
encouragement for the student and says
that it produces the
best kind of intellectual and personal
growth. Srronks notes that, to her
surprise, most of the students she has
mentored through the program have
gone on to become prosecutors.
but she found that It fit her needs and
Whitworth's mission of a mind-and-heart
education very well.
"Personally, I found talking to
people about their church, families and
friends very inspirational. I feel that
documenting other people's lives, ideas
and faith validates how important their
experiences are."
Soden recalls Kwak as a bright and
thoughtful student. "She had a passion for
the history of ideas and the complex forces
that shape our world," he says. Kwak
says that her time in the program was
one of the highlights of her Whitworth
career - a time that prepared her for the
future in ways that informed and inspired
her search for both capital-T truth and
a meaningful career in an ever-more-
complex world.
"One of the things that this program
allows is a deeper examination of
structural injustices that occur in the
world," Srronks says. For example,
"many students care for the poor by
feedmg them in volunteer programs or
by raising funds. That is important. But
some students are then able to examme
social and political realities that cause
poverty or that keep people in poverty.
The [younger scholars) program helps me
help students dig deeper into significant
cha\Ienges that our society faces. "
.,
Dee ening Roots,
Branc ing Out
Trustees act to uphold and advance
Whitworth's historic mission
amid changing church landscape
Edited by Julie Riddle, '92
For 123 years, Whitworth has carried out its fo.undingvision as an institution of higher learning thatis Presbyterian in heritage and nonsectarian in
identity, and that opens its doors "to all lovers of truth
and learning." Today, Whitworth's Christ-centered
commitment to its founding
principles remains unchanged.
In April 2013, amid a decline in
mainline church membership and
identification, both nationally and
among the Whitworth community,
the Whitworth Board of Trustees
adopted the following actions that
affirm and expand Whitworth's
historic relationship with the
Presbyterian church and elevate the
university's theological identities:
There was some buzz at
Fuller about your new
approach - and it was
all good, We have been
expanding our offerings
for Presbyterian
students to include
coverage of the different
polities and confessional
documents. So without
coordinating this, Fuller
and Whitworth are on
the same track! And it
is the right track!
Many blessings,
Richard J. Mouw
President, Fuller
Theological Seminary
• Whitworth will continue in
a mutual bur nonexclusive
partnership with the
Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.).
• The university will explore
and establish other Presbyterian
partnerships.
• The university will emphasize
its Reformed, evangelical and
ecumenical identities.
These decisions are the culmination of a yearlong inquiry
a board-appointed task force conducted in anticipation
of the June 2013 expiration of the university's current
covenant agreement with the Synod of Alaska-Northwest
and the concurrent cessation of the synod's functions. The
synod is a regional governing body of the Presbyterian
Church (U.S.A.)
In the following Q&A, Whitworth President Beck A.
Taylor discusses the diverse voices that informed the trustees'
decisions, the Whitworth community's subsequent responses,
and what these decisions mean for Whitworth's future.
Q. What did this process reveal to you about
the breadth of Whitworth's constituencies?
A. First. I think it's important
to know that virtually all of
Whit\,vorthls constituencies
strongly advocated for
Whitworth to remain Chnst-
centered. The Christian mission
of the university was never at
stake in these discussions, and
neither the trustees nor 1would
have ever considered weakening
that mission as an option. Many
marginally church-related
colleges and universities have used the kind of process we
just concluded as a veiled effort to distance themselves from
their Christian missions. Whitworthls Christian mission was
never in jeopardy, and I'm so grateful for that.
Where 1saw the most diversity was on the issue of how
denominationally centered Whitworth should remain.
For many Whirworthtans. the uruversitv's Christ-centered
mission trumped any formal relationship with an affiliating
denomination. Not surprisingly, this was especially true
of our students and younger alumni, who largely grew up
in the church during this post-denominational age. Yet,
for another very vocal group, Whitworth's continued
loyalty to Presbyterianism was of paramount importance.
For the people in this group, Whitworthls anchor in the
church, and specifically within our historic Presbyterian
iderrtitv, represented the university's commitment to its
Christian identity.
1890
Whitworth is founded
in affiliation with the
Presbyterian church.
1983
Whitworth forms a
covenant relalionship
with the Presbyterian
Church (U.S.A.) due
to denominational
restructuring at the
national level.
1983-2013
Whitworth remains
affiliated with the
PC(USA) through a
non-binding agreement
with the Synod of
Alaska-Northwest.
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April 2012
In anticipation of the June 2013
cessation of operations of the
Synod of Alaska-Northwest,
Walter Oliver, '67, chair of the
Whitworth University Board of
Trustees, convenes a task force
on denominational relationships.
May-October 2012
The 11-member task
lorce conducts research
and commissions
two surveys of
Whitworth faCUlty/staff
and students.
Even among those constituents who strongly valued
Whitworth's identity within the Presbyterian church,
there were stated differences around which expressions of
Presbyterianism should hold priority. For some, the historic
mainline Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.), which in various
forms has been Whitworth's covenantal partner since 1890,
was most important.
For others, the ability
for Whitworth to
remain connected
to Presbyterianism
and the Reformed
tradition, while also
recognizing diversity
and distinctions within
those traditions as well
as across the global
Christian church, was
most valuable.
Virtually all of Whitworth's
constituencies strongly
advocated for Whitworth
to remain Christ-centered.
The Christian mission of
the university was never at
stake in these discussions,
and neither the trustees
nor I would have ever
considered weakening that
mission as an option.
Beck A. Taylor
President, Whitworth University
Whitworth has
historically positioned
itself as a university
that is willing to
engage in meaningful dialogue on issues over which faithful
Christians disagree; the university's credibility in doing
so, as some Whitworthians voiced, was predicated on our
remaining open to different theological and ecclesiastical
expressions, even within the Presbyterian and Reformed
traditions.
Q. What has been the response to the trustees' decisions?
A. I want to commend the board on its efforts to
communicate clearly on these decisions. The board knew
that this was an important issue for the Whitworth family,
and I'm grateful it took as much care in communicating
its decisions as it did in making them. Board chair Walter
Oliver, '67, and task force co-chair Clark Donnell deserve
special recognition for their leadership.
The response to the board's communication has been
almost unanimously positive. Every written or verbal
communication I've personally received has been strongly
supportive. I've heard directly from dozens of alumni,
parents, students, faculty and staff, pastors from across
January 2013
The task force
presents its report and
recommendations to
the board of trustees.
March 2013
President Beck Taylor is
appointed to the board
of the Association of
Presbyterian Colleges and
Universities, an organization
in a covenant agreement
with the PC(USA).
I commend you and your board
for the stance you have taken.
It seems to me to be especially
important that institutions like
Whitworth and Princeton function
as communities of hospitality
and dialogue, drawing together
the diverse strands of our church
constituencies ...1continue to be
profoundly grateful for Whitworth's
unique vision and ministry.
Darrell L. Guder
Henry Winters Luce Professor of
Missional and Ecumenical Theology
Princeton Theological Seminary
the spectrum of Presbyterian life, elected denominational
leaders, seminary and university presidents, and community
members. To a person, these individuals see the enormous
value in Whitworth's Christ-centeredness, and in its ability
to relate to and remain Vitally connected with various
expressions of the Christian church. The thrust of these
communications has been, "This decision fits well with who
and what we know Whitworth to be. Thank you."
Q. What do the board's decisions mean for
Whitworth's future?
A. Ironically, after a year of study and hours of task force
and trustee deliberation, life at Whitworth will remain
largely unchanged. The board's direction to the university
was descriptive more than prescriptive, meaning that
the university's
new positioning
within church life
accurately reflects our
existing posture and
relationships more than
directing us to new
ones; our university
language and formal
identity simply needed
to catch up with where
the university is now.
conversations among
our constituencies
about what it means to
be a university that elevates its Reformed, evangelical and
ecumenical identities. Those conversations will be healthy
and will reaffirm Whitworth's mission to equip graduates "to
honor God, follow Christ, and serve humanity."
The board did give the
university community
some homework: Over
the next year, we
will have intentional
To read the board of trustees' Statement on Whitworth's
Denominational Relationships) the press release
communicating the board's decisions, and an FAQ, visit
www.whitworth.edu/whitworthtoday.
April 12, 2013
The board of trustees
adopts the task force's
recommended actions.
June 2013
Whitworth's covenant
agreement with the
Synod of Alaska-
Northwest expires
in concurrence with
the cessation of the
synod's functions.
Fall 2013
The Whitworth
community takes
part in conversations
about the university's
theological identities.
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Then&Now
Thoughts from former Mr.Whitworths
One event known always to draw a crowd at Springfest is the Mr.
Whitworth competition, Beau Chevassus, Mr. Whitworth '06, reflects on
what clinched the title for him:
"During the second chorus of I'm Blue,
curiously handsome backup dancers Eric
Fredriksen and Gavin Jamieson, both '07,
swooped onto the stage to support their
Mr. Whitworth candidate (me), who was
painted bright blue from head to toe."
Charities supported
Amid the tomfoolery, Springfest has
always sought to help charities that
were close to students' hearts. A few
of the beneficiaries:
RONALD MCDONALD HOUSE
SPOKANE FOOD BANK
CROSSWALK
HOSPICE OF SPOKANE
CllY GATE
CUP OF COOL WATER
PARKINSON'S RESEARCH
(in memory of math
professor Howard Gage, '62)
SECOND HARVEST FOOD BANK
BIG BROTHERS BIG SISTERS
OF SPOKANE
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIElY
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS SOCIElY
GLOBAL NEIGHBORHOOD
CHRIST KITCHEN
JAMAICA SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF
BELIEVE
Read more reflections from former
Mr. Whitworth winners online at
www.whitworth.edu/whitworthtoday.
KEVIN BENSON
DAVID COLLINS
BEN COUCH
ERIC MOFFAT
• • • •
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Ingram, Team
Strike Gold Again
Whitworth Forensics takes firs t
place in national competition
If it's tough to live up to one's
reputation for excellence, no one has
told Mike Ingram and the members of his
Whitworth forensics team. In 2012, with
assistance from co-coach Keith Wyma
(Philosophy), Ingram, a professor of
communication studies and the director
of Whitworth Forensics, and his team
finished ahead of teams from Dartmouth,
Wake Forest, Clemson and Villanova to
win the national forensics competition.
Now the team celebrates a huge win
at the National Christian College
Forensics Association tournament,
where Whitworth won 15 individual
speech and 10 individual debate awards.
Whitworth also claimed three national
speech championships, by Jonathan
Kim, '15, and Hannah Tweet and Alex
Hoffman, both' 16; five national debate
championships, by Chris Burnett, '16,
and Sam Director, Matt Hancock,
Jonathan Kim and Bri Miller, all '15-
and Coach of the Year honors for Ingram,
whose NCCFA colleagues voted him the
association's top dog.
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preparation, evaluation and professional
development; extended learning time
(longer school days and school yeats);
early childhood education; and human
capital development.
On Ocr. 15, the forum will welcome
Pulitzer Prize-winning biographer and
historian Doris Kearns Goodwin, whose
acclaimed book Team of Rivals: The
PoliticalGenius of Abraham Lincoln was
the basis for Steven Spielberg's recent
movie Lmcoln. Team of Rivals garnered
numerous awards, including the Pulitzer
Prize and the inaugural American History
Book Prize from the New York Historical
Society. Goodwin is a frequent guest on
television's Meet the Press and Charlie Rose.
Her books include No Ordinary 1Ime:
Franklm and Eleanor Roosevelt: The Home
Front in World War II (also a Pulitzer Prize-
winner), Wait Till Next Year: A Memoir,
and The Fitzgeralds and the Kennedys: An
American Saga.
President's Leadership Forum panel (I-r): Jay Reich, Shelley Redinger, Nina Auerbach, Kathleen McCartney, BeckA. Taylor
President's Leadership Forum Features
Innovator in Education Reform
Doris Kearns Goodwin to headline fall 2013 forum
This spring, Whitworth's President's
Leadership Forum brought its second
nationally known speaker to Spokane and
finalized plans to bring ItS third this fall.
Following the forum's inaugural
speaker, Pulitzer Prize-winning columnist
George F. Will, who visited Spokane last
fall, Kathleen McCartney, dean of the
Harvard Graduate School of Education
and a prolific writer in early childhood
education, was the featured speaker at the
Spokane Convention Center. McCartney
was recently selected president of Smith
College, one of the "Seven Sisters" of
American academic achievement. In
her remarks in Spokane, she addressed
"Investing in Education Reforms
that Work."
In her remarks, McCartney shared
statistics on the current state of public
education, pointing out areas that need
reform, and offered examples of ways
in which to make that reform happen.
She focused on four strategies: teacher
Hardwick House Is New
Home to Alumni
Alumni staffers enjoy the park-uke
setting in front of their "new" facility, now
known as Hardwick Alumni House. The
headquarters of the Whitworth Office of
Alumni & Parent Relations and Annual
Giving is named for Francis T. Hardwick,
intenrn president of Whitworth from 1938·
40 as well as linguist, mathematician,
psychologist, ordained pastor, and beloved
longtime dean of students. After extensive
renovations to the building last fall, its
newest residents moved into their offices
in January. Alums, next time you're at
Whitworth, drop by Hardwick House (at the
corner of Whitworth Drive and Hawthorne
Road) for a chat and a cup of coffee!
her retirement, in 2011. She also helped
propose the Washington state specialty
endorsement for teaching the gifted and
served on the state committee that sought
ways to meet the needs of underserved
K·12 gifted and talented students.
Longtime Spokane community leaders
and friends of Whir worth James and
Wanda Cowles made a generous donation
to Whitworth to fund the endowed
chair in Long's name - a donation "that
makes it possible for Whitworth to
continue Margo's legacy," says President
Beck Taylor.
Calling the day of Leppien's hiring Han
exciting day for Whitworth," Taylor says
that he is "particularly thrilled for our
students and for the Spokane community
to have the opportunity to work with
someone at the top of her field in
gifted education."
L"R: Kim Dawson, Becky Prior, '04, Theresa Norlin, '11, Josh Cleveland, '01, and Flat George
The Seat of Knowledge
Leppien is inaugural Margo Long Chair
Filling the
shoes (or the
chair) of a
Whitworth
education icon is
no mean feat, but
Jann Leppien,
a nationally
known educator
who will serve as
the university's
inaugural Margo
Long Chair in Gifted Education, is up to
the challenge.
Leppien comes to Whitworth from the
University of Great Falls (Mont.), where
she has taught courses in curriculum and
instruction, gifted education, assessment
and learning, educational research, and
methods in social sciences. The former
research assistant for The National
Research Center on the Gifted and
Talented also teaches online and in
the Three Summers Program at the
University of Connecticut, where she
earned her doctorate.
She is co-author and editor of several
books that focus on the development of
curriculum for advanced-level students,
including Parallel Cun·iculum Units
for Mathemndcs, Grades 6.12, with
Jeanne Purcell (2011), which helps
instructors to "maximize the mathematics
curriculum to ... differentiate lessons to
benefit all students."
The Margo Long Chair in Gifted
Education is named for one of
Whitworth's longest-serving and most
admired education professors. Long
founded Whitworth's Center for Gifted
Education & Professional Development
in 1979 and served as its director until
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Symons Receives
Whitworth's Highest Honor
With a fervent "Thank God for Art
Symons!" Whitworth President
Beck A. Taylor bestowed the George
f Whitworth Medal upon Symons,
'51, a longtime trustee who has
"greatly influenced the course of
the institution he loves:' During the
Spring Convocation ceremony, Taylor
cited Symons' contributions of time,
passion, financial resources and
energy during his 44 years on the
board of trustees, placing the honoree
among the pantheon of "Whitworth's
best and brightest:' Previous GFW
Medal awardees include Frank Warren,
Dorothy Dixon, Clarence Simpson,
Marty Polhemus, Bill Fix, Franklin and
Margie May Ott, and Bill Robinson.
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quality clothing and apparel, and to share
stories through their website that have the
potential for positive impact in the world.
Visit www.perspectivesapparel.coru.
Whitworth students John Baxley, '13,
and Patrick Stewart, '13, won $2,000
for taking second place in the student-
generated category. The team's business
plan, Errandipity, is a free grocerv-lisr
application designed for iOS and Android
mobile devices. Errandipity provides
users with access to price and inventory
information through partnerships with
retailers. By tracking user shopping
habits, the app also creates market data
that is used to generate revenue through
analvtics, personalized coupon delivery,
and mobile advertising.
Whitworth students Spencer Joice, '13,
A1eksandr Solodyankin, '14, and Felix
Buatsi, '12, took second place and $2,000
in the social-enterprise category for their
plan, WUFASA, and Peter Landgren and
Makayla Palmer, both' 13, took tlurd and
$500 in the social-enterprise category for
their plan, Scooter Friends.
1st place student-generated category: Michelle Dickman UUdge), Richard Denenny Uudge), Tom Simpson Uudge), Devon
DeJardin, '16, Cody DeJardin, '14, Dale Larson (team member; not a Whitworth student)
Taking Care of Business
Whitworthians shine again at competition
When Whitworth students took to the
stage in April to present their plans for a
number of new businesses, they did so with
their customary acumen and panache.
Whitworth's entrants walked off with first,
second, and third-place finishes in two
categories in the 2013 Inland Northwest
Business Plan Competition, winning a
total of $9,500.
This year, more than 120 teams,
from Whitworth, Eastern Washington
University, Gonzaga, Spokane Falls and
Spokane Community Colleges, submitted
plans in three project categories: social-
enterprise, communitv-based. and
student-generated. Twenty teams were
chosen to present their plans in the
finals; their presentations were followed
by an awards ceremony and reception.
Whitworth students Devon Dejardin,
'16, and Cody Dejardm, '14 (brothers
from Salem, Ore.), took home $5,000
for placing first in the student-generated
category. Their business plan, Perspectives:
Clothing and Apparel, is a clothing line
sold from an online store. The brothers say
that Perspectives' mission is to sell high,
'For Such a Time as This'
WIM, ELI to address roles within the changing church
The Whitworth Institute of Ministry
(WIM) is gearing up for its 38th
annual summer program for pastors
and their families. "For Such a Time
as This: Ancient Christian Wisdom
for Postmodern Times" will address
this transitional moment in the life
of the church. During the same week>
Whitworth's inaugural Elder Leadership
Institute (Ell) will seek to prepare ruling
and teaching elders to be transformational
leaders whose lives reflect a growing
relationship with God and a working
knowledge of scripture, theology, church
history and mission strategies,
WIM, July 8-12, and Ell, July 7-12,
WIllboth take place at Whitworth.
WIM's plenary speakers include James
K.A. Smith, professor of philosophy from
Calvin College (Mich.): Carolyn Gordon,
associate professor of communication
in the School of Theology at Fuller
Theological Seminary (Calif.); and
Whitworth theology professors Jerry
Sittser, Karen Petersen-Finch and James
Edwards, '67.
"These speakers will help us renew
the rhythms, practices and disciplines of
the church in helping Christians remain
faithful to Christ and each orher through
even the most uncertain periods," says
Dean of Spiritual Life and WIM Director
Terry McGonigal. "We invite pastors
and their families to join us as we renew
and refresh our minds, hearts, bodies
and imaginations through the gospel of
Jesus Chrisr."
ELI's instructors include founding
director Sara Singleton; Whitworth
trustee Jim Singleton; Sittser: and
Leadership Transformation, Inc., founder
and CEO Steve Macchia.
According to ELI's learning objectives,
"Our goal is transformation, not simply
information. Participants will learn how
to function as elders according to the
model set forth in the New Testament."
ELI hopes to inspire a movement that will
help the church rediscover the gospel and
its power for life and mission.
For additional information about WIM
and/or ELI, visit www.whitworth.edu/wim
or www.whitworth.edu/eli.
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Informing,
Inspiring
the Faithful
Professor of Theology Jerry Sittser's
A Grace Revealed: How God Redeems
the Story of Your Life (Zondervan)
and Professor Emeritus Dale Bruner's
The Gospel of John: A Commentary
(Eerdmans) received Awards of Merit
in Christianity Today's annual book
awards, and the latest from Professor
ofTheology Roger Mohrlang, Paul
and His Life- Transforming Theology:
A Concise Introduction (Wipf &
Stock), was released in March. Says
Whitworth President Beck A. Taylor
of the theologians' fruitful year, "Our
theology faculty, and especially these
three scholars, continue to publish
at the highest levels, and their work
encourages Christians and theologians
around the world:'
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We've Got the Power!
The Whitworth Aquatics Center and "Whitworth South" (the
Costa Rica Center) recently took another step in implementing
the American College & University Presidents' Climate
Commitment by installing 300 rooftop solar panels to provide
electric power. "The aquatics center panels will power a building
the size of Stewart Hall, and will pay for themselves in 9-10
years;' says Director of Facilities Services Chris Eichorst. At the
Costa Rica Center, solar energy heats water for the campus
kitchen and the showers in the dorms and faculty apartments;
the new panels will create electricity for other uses, as well.
You can view real-time monitoring for the aquatics center's
solar panels at www.whitworth.edujsolarmonitor. See a
video featuring the aquatics center solar-energy project at
www.whitworth.edujwhitworthtoday.
Whitworth Prepares for Crucial 'Green Dot' Moments
Whitworth is confronting and reducing culture change and a reduction in power-
power-based personal violence in a whole based personal violence. In a sea of red
new way. After intense preparations and dots (incidents of violence), one green
ann-violence training sessionsconducted dot (intervention) can make a lasting
by student leaders and sponsored by difference.
Whitworth Student Life, the university "Green Dot has a greater potential
welcomed Dorothy Edwards, the for transforming student attitudes and
executive director of Oreen Dot Violence culture on campus than any
Prevention Strategies, to campus to speak 'prevention' program I've
on "Ending Violence One Green • seen," says VICe President
Dot at a Time." for Student Life and
Edwards works with 9ree n • • Dean of Students
government agencies, Dick Mandeville "By
the military, nonprofits, providing in-depth
high schools and colleges around the training and equipping
world, seeking to lower rates of violence. small groups of influential
Green Dot's strategy is based upon leaders, the program has had an almost
three premises (paraphrased here): 1) To immediate impact. The slogan that 'No
limit violence, a cultural shift must begin one can do everything (to stop personal
in which people are willing to choose to power-based violence), but everyone can
use their voices, actions and choices to do something' puts the power for change
make one small corner of the world safer. into the hands of each of us."
2) When a community shares a vision, Green Dot training sessions, to which
it creates momentum through common students, faculty and staff are invited, will
language and purpose. 3) The Green continue each semester at Whitworth.
Dot strategy is a social movement that Learn more about Green Dot at
harnesses the power of peer influence www.whitworth.edu/greendot.
and individual choices to create lasting
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Point guard Wade Gebbers, '13
Bues Redux
Whitworth nabs sixth consecutive McIlroy-Lewis Trophy
With conference championships in
men's soccer, women's and men's
swimming, men's basketball, men's golf,
and men's track & field, as well as third-
place finishes in women's cross-country,
women's soccer, women's basketball
(tie), softball (tie), women's tennis (tie),
women's golf, and women's track & field,
the Pirares once again took a commanding
lead in the points scramble during spring
semester and emerged at the top of the
NWe heap. Three Whitworthians - Sean
Bushey in men's soccer, Toby Schwarz in.
men's track & field, and Warren Friedrichs
in men's golf - also earned NWe Coach of
the Year honors in the 20l2-13 season.
The Mcllrov-Lewis Trophy, given for
all-around excellence in NWC athletics,
is hallowed hardware for NCAA Div.
III athletes in the Pacific Northwest.
Whitworth's first Mcilroy-Lewis win came
in 2005, and the trophies have come thick
and fast since that time, with the Bucs
piling up seven wins in nine years.
Whitworth President Beck A. Taylor,
an ardent Pirates fan, says of the victory,
"The entire university community
celebrates with Director of Athletics
Aaron Leetch, our coaches and athletic
trainers, and our fabulous student-athletes
on winning the Mcllroy-Lewis Trophy for
2012-13. Whitworth loves its Pirates, and
this award once again confirms the broad
excellence of our athletics program."
Highlights from the 2012-13 year
featured men's basketball, a perennial
Whitworth winner. The men went 26A,
took the conference championship and
the NWC tournament, and made it, once
again, to the Sweet Sixteen round of the
NCAA Div. III national tournament.
At the end of the season (the team's
second consecutive 26A campaign),
second-year head coach Matt Logie
was named a finalist for the Glenn
Robinson National Coach of the Year
award. Logie still marvels at his team's
accomplishments. "After beginning the
season with a five-poinr loss to eventual
No.1 St. Thomas, the guys rattled
off 20 consecutive victories," he says.
Mentioning the Bucs' strong showing
in the national rankings over the past
few years and their take-no-prisoners
march through the NWC, Logie adds,
"We collected lots of great memories as
we had the opportunity to host three
sellout NCAA tournament games at
home, including victories over Redlands
University (Calif.) and Emory University
(Ga.), catapulting our guys into the
NCAA Sweet Sixteen for the fourth
consecutive year." Despite a second-half
comeback and the Bucs' best efforts, their
season ended with a loss to eventual
national finalist Mary Hardin-Baylor
University (Texas). The home loss
certainly stung - but it also marked the
end of another stellar season for Logie
and his team. If there was a star on the
well-balanced 2012-13 team, it was Wade
Gebbers, '13. Gebbers, a starting point
guard since his freshman year, played hurt
during much of the season, yet led his
teammates through the 20~game winning
streak and the conference championship
that took them again into the national
tournament. Mentioning Gebbers as "a
First-Team All-Northwest Conference
and All-Region selection," Logie says that
"Wade led on and off the court as well
with his second consecutive selection
to the CoSlDA Academic All-Region
8 Team. His leadership, unselfishness,
and winning attitude were major factors
in Whitworth going 106-13 during his
four years on the hardwood." Gebbers,
a magna cum laude graduate in business
management, also became a father during
the season when his wife, Kristina, gave
birth to Rylte Elizabeth. (Ever the tough
competitor - but also an anxious first-time
dad - Gebbers left a regular-season game
at halftime to be in the delivery room for
his daughter's birth.)
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Simon(left)
'A Great Fit'
Simon's appointment leads slate of administrative changes
Declaring himself "thrilled" at the
fruits of a year-long search, Whitworth
President Beck A. Taylor calls
Whitworth's new provost and executive
vice president, Caroline (Carol)
Simon, "a great fit to be Whitworth's
chief academic officer. The university's
academic future is in great hands."
Simon is associate dean for teaching and
learning at Hope College (Mich). She has
held numerous administrative leadership
roles and has served on Hope's board
of trustees. She also held the Jacobson
Endowed Professorship, a four-year
appointment, and chaired the philosophy
department for six years.
Simon, who holds a Ph.D. and an M.A.
in philosophy from the University of
Washington and a B.S. in philosophy from
the University of Oregon, is energized
by Whitworth's mission and its people.
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"Whitworth has a very strong sense of
identity and purpose - to provide an
education of mind and heart in order
to honor God, follow Christ and serve
humanity," she says. Whitworth Faculty
President Donna Pierce, who co-
chaired the provost search committee,
views Simon as a person who will carry
that energy and appreciation into her
interactions with Whitworth students,
from whom, Simon says, she has much to
learn. She "sees students as people to be
respected and listened to," Pierce says.
In addition to her on-campus
work, Simon writes about virtue and
human affection from the standpoint
of philosophical ethics. She is author,
co-author and/or editor of five books,
including Can Hope Endure' A
Historical Case Stud)' in Christian Higher
Education (Eerdrnans, 2005).
Sterner
In other administrative developments,
Dean of the School of Education
Dennis Sterner, Ed.D., has announced
that he will step down from his current
position and resume his original role at
Whitworth as a professor in the SOE. A
first-rate accreditation review and the
school's acceptance of its largest single
donation ($3 million for the Margo Long
Endowed Chair in Gifted Education) are
just two of the SOE's accomplishments
under Sterner. Beck Taylor says that
"Dennis's legacy of leadership has created
wonderful opportunities for the school
going forward." Barbara Sanders, Ed.D.,
who served as interim provost during the
past year, will step into Sterner's shoes as
interim dean of the School of Education.
Busy Days Ahead
Bynagle, Hollar hit retirement running
Whitworth Library Director Hans
Bynagle and Associate Professor of
Education Carol A. Hollar, this year's
faculty retirees, are preparing to use their
"free" time to great advantage.
Bvnagle, who
has helmed the
library since
1983, plans to
spend time with
family, including
his wife, Jan
(also a longtime
Whitworth
employee), their
children and
two grandchildren in Alaska, and their
daughter in San Francisco. Home projects
also await: "1 figure I have a minimum
of two years' worth of house and garden
projects queued up," Bvnagle says. He also
plans to read, jog, bicycle, enjoy music
and volunteer his time in some as-vet-
undecided areas. He will remember fondly
the library project from the 19905, when
he worked with people across campus
to expand and improve Whitworth's
library facility and holdings. And, he
says, "working with so many wonderful
colleagues in all areas and at every level
of the institution, and with so many
wonderful students, has been a joy. 1 know
it's what I'll miss most."
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Associate
Professor of
Education Carol
Ann Hollar,
who has been at
Whitworth since
1986, also served
as executive
director of the
Washington
branch of an
international nonprofit adoption agency
and children's aid program, arranging
for students to work with at-risk and
multicultural children across the U.S.
And as full as her workdays have been,
her retirement days may be even busier:
"I'm going to be doing photography, art,
working on expanding my 32-acre farm's
wildlife restoration, writing children's
books, running with my dog, backpacking,
gardening, fly-fishing, and spending time
with family and friends, particularly my
94-year-old uncle, who lives at our family
ranch in Montana, is sharp as a tack, and
is still doing intemationallv acclaimed
art," she says. Hollar's favorite Whitworth
memories include developing the School
of Ed's intercultural program and traveling
to China as a guest of the Association for
China & Technology. "It's all been a great
gig!" she says.
Welcome to Whitworth!
The following faculty will join
Whitworth in fall 2013:
ASSISTANT/ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS
Elizabeth Abbey, Health Sciences
Eugene Sempong Nyantakyi, Economics
Claudia Dumitrescu, Marketing
Will Kynes,Theology
Keith Lambert, '91, Education/Director
of Student Teaching
Jann Leppien, Education/Margo Long
Endowed Chair (see story on P 15)
Shane Wibel, Health Sciences/Assistant
Athletic Trainer
INSTRUCTORS
Jessica Clements, English'
LuElla D'Amico, English'
Stacy Keogh, Sociology'
Mark Killian, Sociology'
Eric Sartell, '94, Finance/Economics'
"'Will move to assistant professor positions after
the Whitworth Academic Affairs Office receives
verification of doctoral degree completion.
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Rev. Dr. Lewis Archer, longtime Whitworth English
professor, died April 4 in Manitou Springs, Colo. He was 77.
Lew was a graduate of the University of Denver who earned his
M.Div. from Pacific School of Religion (Calif.) and his Ph.D.
in religion and literature from Drew University (N.].). From
1957-60 he was a Methodist missionary in South Africa, where
he learned Mozambican to be able to teach immigrant miners
to read and write in their own language. In 1960, he married
Jean Wurst in Johannesburg. Upon their return to the U.S,) he
completed his studies and became a professor of English, initially
at Emory University (Ga.). He spent the majority of his career
(1969-89) at Whitworth, where the English department's senior
awards are named for him. He and Jean moved to Colorado in
1991. Lew often presented his research at the Historic Speakers
Series, held by the Mineral Springs Foundation and the Manitou
Springs Heritage Center. He also taught classes in local history,
served as a guide for national bus tours that came through
Manitou Springs, and did philanthropic work, including creating,
repairing and replacing wooden toys and other handmade items
for anyone who asked. Lew is survived by his wife, their son and
daughter, two brothers, and one granddaughter.
Music major Daniel Glen Carter, ,15, of Ephrata, died Dec.
30 at age 20. Dan began studying piano at age 6, picking up the
classical guitar at 12. He spent a year studying at Pepperdine
University with renowned guitarist Christopher Parkening,
and he was studying with Whitworth's Paul Grove at the
time of his death. During his senior year in high school, Dan
performed a benefit concert to raise funds for the Clean Water
in Haiti Project. In addition to passing on his love for music by
teaching piano and guitar to members of his community here in
Washington, he also spent time serving others in Mexico, and
in June 2012 he spent a month at an orphanage in Haiti. Dan is
survived by his parents, Dan and Tani Carter, his brother, Ben,
and his many friends at Whitworth and elsewhere.
Former Whitworth trustee The Rev. Dr. James S. Little died
in June 2012 in Orinda, Calif. Jim attended Wheaton College
(Ill.) where he met and married Margaret Wood. After his
graduation from Princeton Seminary, he was the senior pastor at
the Bakerstown (Penn.) Presbyterian Church for 12 years and
at Idaho Falls First Presbvterian Church for five years. His career
in the pastorate culminated with a 22,year stint as senior pastor
at Lafayette-Orinda Presbyterian Church (Calif.). where he
shared his belief that all people are loved by God and provided
with freedom, strength, hope and joy. He was also active in the
regional and national governing bodies of the PC(USA), and
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in retirement he served on the board of directors for the Hedco
Foundation. He is survived by his wife of 65 years, two sons and
their spouses, and four grandchildren.
-
Jean B. Polhemus, wife of longtime trustee Marty Polhemus
(who died in 2002), died in December at age 91. She was an
Iowa State student "when Marty spotted her gorgeous red hair,
asked her to dance, and was totally hooked," according to The
Spokesman-Review. Later, the mother of six delighted in her
children, grandchildren, and great, grandchildren. Her support
of Marty's career was key to his success, and service to others
was her defining quality. She served as an elder at Manito
Presbyterian Church, was a longtime member of the Whitworth
Auxiliary, and cataloged American Indian baskets for the
Cheney Cowles Museum. Jean is survived by two daughters and
three sons, her brother and sister, 10 grandchildren, and nine
great-grandchildren. Donations in her honor may be sent to the
Jean Polhemus Endowed Scholarship at Whitworth; to Manito
Presbyterian Church, 401 E. 30th Ave, Spokane 99203; or to
Hospice of Spokane, PO. Box 2215, Spokane 99210.
Alumnus and Whitworth supporter Robert H. Ruby, M.D.,
'43, died in February at age 91. The 2006 winner of a Whitworth
Alumni Award earned his M.D. from Washington University in
St. Louis. In the early '50s, while serving as the hospital director
at Pine Ridge Indian Reservation, Robert discovered a passion for
Native American culture. He moved to Moses Lake, Wash., and
set up a private practice in general surgery, from which he retired
in 1991. He served at the Job Corps clinic in Moses Lake well
into his 80s.
Robert taught courses on Pacific Northwest Indians and
wrote or co-wrote 13 scholarly books and an historical noveL
He also lectured at museums and scholarly meetings throughout
the West. The Okanagan Tribe named him Sao Huk Min, or
Caretaker of Tribal History, in 2003.
A devoted collector of esoterica, Robert donated the bulk of
his collections, which included Western art, memorabilia from
the space program, collectible furniture, and books and items
autographed by famous Americans, to Whitworth.
Faithful in the Little
By Gerald L. Sittser
Professor of Theology
There's a problem with saints,whether long dead or still living.They are simply too good - too
noble and godly - and thus out of reach
to ordinary people like you and me, who
lead quiet lives and try to do the best we
can to follow Jesus. I think that living an
ordinary life is meaningful; it just doesn't
promote us to the ranks of sainthood,
Saints are faithful in a lot. Most of us are
faithful, if that, in the little.
I like to keep track of Whitworth
alums, as most of my colleagues do.
Last January, my wife, Pat, and I spent
two weeks in Bolivia to speak at a
missions conference. We also spent time
with four alumni, all recent graduates,
who are just getting started in their
vocations. At this point, neither National
Geographic nor Christianity Today has
dispatched a reporter to cover their
stories. Still, what Pat and I saw sent
us back to Whi tworrh with hope and
gratitude: Whitworth's mission is alive
and well in these four former students.
Pat and I met Kyle Navis, '09, and
his wife, Kirsten, for an afternoon of
conversation and coffee in downtown
Santa Cruz. Kyle and Kirsten are working
in the Peace and Justice Division of the
Mennonite Central Committee, primarily
to select, train, coordinate and support
volunteers in various peace-building
ministries in Bolivia. They also serve as
mediators between two branches of the
church - those from the "global north"
and those from the "global south." This
is no easy task, considering the history of
American influence in Latin America.
During our discussion, Kyle was quick
to say that his and Kirsten's work is
not important in and of itself but only
insofar as it contributes to the good work
Bolivians are already doing.
After our visit with the Navises, Pat and
Iflew to the eastern slopes of the Andes
to visit three other alumni. Surrounded
by mountains, the city of Cochabamba
is densely populated, colorful, noisy and
beautiful. First we met Katie Stewart, '07,
for a long lunch. Katie teaches third grade
in a Christian after-school program called
Centro de Amistad y Apoyo (Center of
Friendship and Support), which reaches
out to impoverished and disadvantaged
Quechua children in the community and
supports those who struggle to succeed in
the public school system. As Katie told us,
she and her fellow teachers serve children
on the margins. The parents of these
children live in small adobe houses and
work from 6 a.m. to as late as 8 or
9 p.m. each day, usually for very little pay.
The goal of the center is to introduce the
children to the love of Christ and to break
the cycle of poverty and hopelessness in
their community.
Our last visit was with Shelley
Humphries and Rachel Longton, both '10,
who moved to Cochabamba 18 months
ago to work as hospital nurses. They were
not in town for very long, however, before
[Faculty FOCUS]
they began to notice a large population of
street people who sniffed glue, begged for
food, and made money from prostitution.
Every Friday, Shelley and Rachel visited a
popular plaza, providing food and medical
care for the people there. The need was
so great and the work so demanding that
they eventually decided to work full time
in the plaza. They pray and read Scripture
with the people there, share Christ with
them, and meet their practical needs.
They also lead a twice-weekly Bible study
in a women's prison, and they will soon
open a medical clinic and a home for
women who want to get off the street.
As Pat and Iwalked the streets of
Cochabamba with Shelley and Rachel,
progress was slow because people kept
calling out to the young women, making
us feel like groupies in the company of rock
stars. Everyone seemed to know them.
They may not be saints, but the people we
met treated them as if they were.
Around the world, Whitworth alumni
are doing good work and hard work.
Results come slowly, If at all. And the
four alums we visited told as many stories
of heartache and failure as they did of
success, But the success rate doesn't
matter to them. They are at their posts
(Calvin's term for vocation), and, at least
for now, there they will remain, being
faithful in the little.
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The Whitworth University Office of Alumni & Parent
Relations is pleased to present its annual awards: three during
Commencement Weekend and the fourth during Homecoming
Weekend. Nomination letters for these awards should be sent to
the office of alumni & parent relations at alumni@whitworth.edu.
A committee of alumni and staff will select recipients based on the
criteria listed below for each award.
DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI AWARD
The Distinguished Alumni Award is presented annually to an
alum who has ...
• reached high achievement in her/his field;
• been of service to the community and the world; and
• expressed loyalty to and connection with Whitworth.
ALUMNI SERVICE TO WHITWORTH AWARD
The Alumni Service to Whitworth Award is presented
annually to an alum who has ..
• shown exceptional and unselfish dedication to the
university and the alumni program; and
• expressed the mission of the university to others and
encouraged the support of other alumni.
ALUMNI MIND & HEART AWARD
The Alumni Mind & Heart Award is presented to an alum
who has..
• lived foremost the Whitworth mission to "honor God,
follow Christ and serve humanity" through a life of
Christian service; and
• expressed loyalty to and connection with Whitworth
University.
RECENT ALUMNI AWARD (to be presented
at Homecoming)
The Recent Alumni Award is presented to an alum who has
graduated from Whitworth within the past 15 years and in
that time has ...
• achieved steady advancement in her/his field;
• expressed loyalty to and connection with Whitworth
University; and
• exemplified the Whitworth mission.
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DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI AWARD
Vernon Grose, '50
Equipped with a physics degree from Whitworth, Vern
Grose has invested the greater part of his long and illustrious
career seeking to make the world a safer place through his
work on weapons-svstern reliability and NASA's manned
space programs, and as a member of the five-person
National Transportation Safety Board during the Reagan
administration.
Vern is founder and CEO of the Omega Systems Group,
an international svsterns-management consulting firm
that holds the patent on a revolutionary methodology for
managing every conceivable risk in all types of companies
and organizations. This technique, SMART, was successfully
used to combat terrorism at the 1984 Summer Olympics, in
Los Angeles.
In 1988, as a respected expert on aviation and risk, Vern
began participating in interviews on such major network news
programs as The Today Show, Good MorningAmerica, CBS
Newswatch, and BBC-London.To date, he has participated
in more than 400 such interviews. During the Clinton
administration, in 1997, then-Vice President Al Gore
solicited Vern's expertise for the White House Commission on
Aviation Safety and Security.
Vern has written several books and has been published
internationally in more than 60 journals and periodicals.
Despite his professional success, Vern is most proud of the fact
that he and his wife, Phyllis, '51, raised their six children to be
committed Christian adults.
1
ALUMNI SERVICE TO WHITWORTH AWARD
Tammy Reid, '60
Tammy Reid has served Whitworth in myriad capacities
during her four-decade tenure as a professor, administrator and
faithful donor. After a decade of teaching 111 public schools,
Tammy joined the Whitworth English faculty in 1972,
teaching introductory writing courses. She soon became a
full-time associate professor with the department and began
developing advanced writing courses for adult learners. She
also taught with Whitworth's Core 250 team for six years
and worked as the director of student-teaching and teacher
placement through the education. department. Tammy is
particularly proud of the courses she designed during this time
and the lectures that she added to the Core curriculum, many
of which remain in place today.
After completing her Ph.D. from WSU, Tammy accepted
the first of many administrative posts at Whitworth.
From 1985~96 she served as acting chair of the education
department, as associate dean of faculty, as acting dean of
faculty, and as acting academic vice president. In 1996, she
was selected from a pool of national candidates as Whitworth's
academic vice president. It was the first time that a Whitworth
graduate - and a woman - had held the position.
By 2005, Tammy had invested 46 years in education,
including more than 30 years at Whitworth. Looking back,
she says, "It was a joy to work with the Whitworth faculty."
As she finished her career, she made the transition back to her
first love, teaching with the department from which she had
earned her bachelor's degree in 1960. In a lovely bit of kismet,
the office she was assigned was the one that had belonged
to one of her favorite professors and mentors, Whitworth's
beloved Clarence Simpson.
ALUMNI MIND & HEART AWARD
Jeff Boyd, '85
Since his graduation from Whitworth, Jeff Boyd has
faithfully served the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.). He
and his wife, Christi, share a common commitment to
service within the church and to working with marginalized
communities. The Boyds were commissioned by the
PC(USA) in 1990 to serve with the Njombe District
Development Trust, a communttv-run and church-endorsed
education project with six secondary schools in Tanzania,
East Africa. In 1996, Jeff and Christi moved to Zaire, which
is now known as the Democratic Republic of Congo. At that
time, two-thirds of the schools there were run by churches.
Jeff served as the assistant director of the Presbyterian
community of Kinshasa's education department. After two
outbreaks of war and the closing of their children's school,
the Boyds evacuated to Cameroon, where Jeff became a
consultant to the education department of the Presbyterian
Church of Cameroon.
For the past 10 years, Jeff has been a regional liaison with
the Africa office of Presbyterian World Mission, while Christi
has worked with a network of churches and organizations
that are focusing on the root causes of hunger and poverty. At
the request of the PC(USA), Jeff and Christi will return to
Kinshasa, Congo, later this year, to continue their ministry.
To see videos about the 20 J 3 Alumni Award winners,
visit www.whirwonh.edu/whitwonhwday.
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Class Notes
An "x" before a class year indicates that the person
attended, but did not graduate from, Whitworth.
20105
2012 Annie Merriman graduated from Harvard in May 2013 with a master
of education degree in prevention science and practice. Her area of focus is
using play therapy with children ages 5-8 to help them avoid developmental
delays in childhood.
BIRTH
2011 a girl, Hadley Evalyn, to Colin and Kristine Sanders, Jan. 18
20005
2003 Katie Carlson received her doctoral degree in Victorian British
literature from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill; she's now
seeking a professorship. 2005 Quantae Anderson is the head coach of
Spokane's Mead High School's girls' basketball team, which won the 2013
Washington 4A girls' basketball championship. 2007 Jared Hall competed
in the National Trumpet Competition in Washington, D.C., and won first place
in the jazz competition. He is a fellow at the University of Miami Frost School
of Music's Henry Mancini Institute. 2008 Hannah Bellinger earned her
master's degree in teaching from the University of Washington in 2012 and
now teaches Spanish at Woodinville High School, in Woodinville, Wash. Tim
Coughlin serves as the interim chief financial officer at Grace International
School, in Chiang Mai, Thailand. Maddison Colvin is working on her master's
degree in studio art at Brigham Young University. She moved to Berlin in
March to be an assistant to artist David Thorpe, and she has also been
accepted into a juried show, 35x35, that includes the best young artists in
Utah. 2009 Charily (Purvis) Whitney graduated fifth in her class of 150 at
the University of Missouri School of Law.Since graduating, she has received
the highest grade in eight classes, published a note in her law school's
academic journal, prosecuted her first case, and passed the California Bar
Exam. In September 2012, she accepted her dream job, working with the
California Attorney General's Criminal Division.
BIRTHS
2002 a girl, Zoe, to Lauren (Allison), '02, '05, and Troy Schneringer, '03,
Sept. 8, 2011
2003 a boy, Judah Brennan, to Elizabeth (Marx) and Derek Anderson,
July 13
2003 a girl, Junabelle Cuileann, to Caspian (Garner) Ashby and Seth Orr,
July 20
2003 a boy, Matthew James, to Jennifer (Wunderly) and Chris Coursey,
March 18,2010
2003 a boy,Andrew Lee, to Jennifer (Wunderly) and Chris Coursey,
Oec. 15,2011
2003 a boy, Luke, to Stephanie (Frederick) and David Fevergeon, '04,
April 7,2011
2003 a girl, Mya, to Christine (Kerr) and Jim Gilmon, Oct. 29
2003 a boy,Matthew, to Caitlin (Clapp) and Oavid Manz, Feb. 11
2003 a girl, McKenna Jana, to Brooke (Dolenc) and Jonathan Nott,
Aug. 31
2003 a boy,Michael Asante, to Abbey (Smeltzer) and Ernest Reynolds,
Dec. 30
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2003 a boy, Isaac David, to Annika (Herbes) and Jerry Scharosch,
June 23, 2012
2003 a boy,Wyatt R., to Charles and Jessica (Klingeman) Shawley,
March 16,2012
2003 a girl, Brielle Anneliese, to Travis and Rachelle Stolcis, June 18,2011
2003 a boy,Colton Oean, to Wesley and Ariane Stumbaugh, Feb.8, 2011
2003 a girl, Claire Joy,to Kristin (Ingalls) and Rhian Wilkinson, Aug. 1
2003 a girl, Josie Anna, to David and Stasia Zemke, Oct. 15,2011
2004 a girl, Ernma Michelle, to Darren and Amy (Potratz) Indermlll, Feb.23
2004 a boy, Caleb Brenler, to John and Emily (Brandler) Proffitt, 'OS,
Aug. 25
2004 a girl, Samantha Lianne, to David and lzabel Warren, July 29
2004 a giri, Afton Mae, to Mike and Bailley Wootton, Oct. 31
2005 a girl, Serenity Mae, to lenni (Ingram) and Justin Frankovic, Aug. 15
2005 a boy,James Thomas, to Thomas and Lynn Gearhart, Feb. 4
2005 a girl, Hallie June, to Ryan and Janny (Wendt) Kiely, 'OS, '11, Oec. 1
2005 a boy, Edson Roland, to David and Mary (Peck) Sloan, 'OS, '07,
Jan.29
2005 a girl, Claire, to Heather (Stout) and Greg Svanidze, '06, Jan. 13
2006 a boy, Rylan James, to Jim and Joelle (Boslet) Czirr, Jan. 11
The classes of 1993, 2003 and 2008 will celebrate
class, year reunions, alumni who participated in the
forensics program will gather for an affinity reunion,
and alumni from 1986-89 will gather for a cluster
reunion during Homecoming Weekend, Ocr. 4~6.
All alumni are invited to campus for a weekend of
fun events including football, volleyball and soccer
games, lectures, and opportunities to connect with
your classmates and favorite faculty. More details are
available at www.whitworth.edu/homecoming.
2006 a boy, Noah Keel, to Nathan and Julie (Karber) Oresback, Oct. 28
2006 a girl, Ava Jane, to Kyle, '06, '08, and Holly (Ridings) Snell, '08,
July 18
2006 a boy, Henry Peter Daniel, to Landis (Hershey) and John Wolfe,
July 27
2006 a boy, Kellan Franklin Gale, to Jonathan and Brittney
(Bower) Young, Jan. 26
2007 a girl, Connelly Marlene, to Joshua McCorkle and Lindsey
Bain-McCorkle, July 6
2008 a girl, Marijke Marie, to Kari (Sieplinga) and Matt
Dykhouse, Oct. 26
2008 a boy, Hudson Hugh, to Phillip and Sara (Ridings) Entel,
Nov. 19
2008 a boy, Hunter Nolan, to Nolan and Shelby Johnson, Nov. 6,
2011
2008 a boy, Kaden Brander, to Jessica (Kidwell) and Daniel
Klassen, Feb. 18
2008 a girl, Emmalynn Marie, to Chris and Kristen laPlante, Aug. 15,2011
2008 a boy, Riot Allen, to Graham Monteleone and Kayla Allen, Aug. 19
2008 a girl, Evalynn, to Travis and Kathryn Park, Aug. 18
2008 a boy, Enoch A., to Andrew and Megan (Carper) Peterson, Aug. 13
DEATHS
Lonna Marie Hughes, '09, died July 17,2011
19905
1993 In addition to her duties as consultant and instructor for Deer Park's
Home link program, Kristin (Moyles) Janson, '93, '10, has been appointed
gifted-talented program coordinator for the district's enrichment and GT
programs. 1998 Peter Riehle teaches seventh-grade honors, language arts,
and social studies classes at Sultan (Wash.) Middle School, where he also
coaches softball, football and basketball. Becky Spencer married Michael
Jones on Feb. 23 at Layfayette-Orinda Presbyterian Church, in Layfayette,
Calif. The couple will live in San Jose, Calif. Becky's sister, Christy (Spencer)
Polk, '00, was her matron of honor, and Cary (Van Schepen) Meier and
Bree Davidson were also in the wedding party. 1999 Amy Holloway married
Kurt Carlan at First Presbyterian Church, in Winston-Salem, N.C., where she
has been the associate pastor for discipleship since 2007. In attendance
were Amanda (Ayars) Nevin, Sarah (Dingman) Bungum, and Monica
Parmley, '98.
BIRTHS
1993 a girl, Avery Raye,to Krista (Vasquez) and Eric Pennick, Jan. 20
1998 a girl, Samantha Marie, to Susan (Martin) and Edward Arnot,
June 10,2012
1998 a girl, Eleanor Margaret, to Sarah (8rock) and Jeffery Bryant, Sept. 29
1998 a boy, Malachi Begg, to Tim and Summer Gilstrap, adopted
Dec. 22, 2010
1998 a boy, Rhysland Michael Walton, to Tim and Summer Gilstrap, adopted
Dec. 12
1998 a boy, Liam Samuel, to Carrie Ann (Eagle) and Sean Jenkin,
Nov. 5, 2011
Life for Fielding Is All
About Whitworth
By Josie Camarillo, '14
Her parents' ashes are scattered
in the rose garden outside the
Eric Johnston Science Center.
Her dad, Donald Warner,
received an honorary doctorate
from Whitworth, her siblings
all attended the university
(when it was a college), and
Gail (Warner) Fielding, '62,
has been a proud member of the
Whitworth community for most
of her life.
As a student, Fielding worked in the library, met and
married her husband, and was expecting her first son
when she graduated with a degree in Christian education.
She later became a single mother to her boys, Mark, '89,
and David, and returned with them to Spokane in 1975
to begin a 37-year career in her undergraduate workplace
in the Whitworth library, enjoying the support she felt
from the college community.
Fielding supports Pirate Athletics as the "team morn"
for men's basketball. After a particularly grueling loss
25 years ago, she cheered up a disappointed player who
said to her, "We don't have our morns here. Would you
be my mom?" Since that day, she has packed goody bags
for away games, attended every possible home game,
and stayed in contact with former players. In fact, there
may be a future Pirate in Fielding's family. Her grandson,
Ryan, named for Bucs' basketball star Ryan Nelson, '01,
is already determined to attend Whitworth.
In the wake of her retirement last December, Fielding
plans to continue her Whitworth involvement through
the Women's Auxiliary board, the Institute of Ministry's
children's program, Whitworth Community Presbyterian
Church, the basketball team, and many campus events.
Fielding describes Whitworth as "my comer of heaven
until I actually get there."
Relying on her life verse, Romans 8:28 - l{Weknow
that in all things God works for the good of those who
love Him, who have been called according to His
purpose" - Fielding looks forward to what comes next,
including a great future for the university she loves.
Fielding hopes that Whitworth will never become "... a
numbers place. I just want us to continue to be a place of
integrity and caring relationships," she says, "[and to be
sure} that we don't swerve away from our core beliefs. I'm
going to be watching!"
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Four Reasons to Support The Whitworth Fund
Among the many opportunities to stay engaged and give back to Whitworth, supporting
The Whitworth Fund is one of the most important ways alumni can propel Whitworth's
mind-and-heart mission.
Did you know you can designate your Whitworth Fund gift to one of four crucial areas?
• Student scholarships are the greatest area of need and will always be the
top priority of The Whitworth Fund.
• Academic & student life gifts honor Whitworth's commitment to building
community among students and faculty and offering opportunities for
learning outside rhe classroom. This includes conference funding, summer
research opportunities, student-leadership programs and service-teaming,
• International initiatives are outlined in Whitworth's strategic plan, which
includes a number of goals to involve students in international experiences
as well as to increase the international-student presence on campus. The
Whitworth Fund supports these efforts, including the Costa Rica Center,
study-abroad programs, and campus initiatives designed to aid in the
success of our international students.
• Facilities & grounds funding serves our efforts in recruitment of new
students and in meeting the needs of current students. These gifts support
new technology, building maintenance and renovations, campus security,
and the exterior beauty that welcomes community members and visitors.
For more information or to support The Whitworth Fund, contact us at 509.777.4769,
whirworthfundepwhitworth.edu or www.whitworth.edu/whitworthfund.
1998 a girl,Annika Grace, to Jacob and Kami (Roth) Meadows, '00,
Oct. 13, 2011
1998 a boy,Jack, to Dave and Sarah Pluister, April 28,2011
1998 a boy,Alex, to Melissa (Wong) and Oario Salgadn.June 14,2012
1998 a girl, Sydney, to Mindy (8eard) and Kyle Smith,Jan. 28, 2011
1998 a boy,Amos Blaise, to Jessica (Wentworth) and Justin Uhler, x'96,
Oct.!,2011
1999 a boy, Benjamin Earl, to Amanda (Ayars) and Jay Nevin, Oct. 22
DEATHS
Steven A.Arnold, '90, died Jan. 4. Born in July 1945, Steve was drafted
into the Army in 1965. After he served in Vietnam, he and his twin brother,
Larry, married sisters, Jeanette and Linda Mueller. Steve earned degrees from
Green River College and Eastern Washington University before graduating
from Whitworth with a master's degree. In 2000, after 33 years of marriage,
his wife, Jeanette, died. In 2004, Steve retired from 32 years of teaching at
Cheney High School. In June 2007, he married Marie LaBenne, of Canton,
Mich. Steve enjoyed playing music, hunting, fishing and woodworking. He
was a devoted Christian of nearly 50 years. He is survived by his wife, four
siblings, three children, two stepchildren, and eight grandchildren. Paul D.
"Doug" Swannack, Jr., '92, died Feb. 5. Born in July 1942 in Spokane, Doug
attended Washington State University and Eastern Washington University
to earn his bachelor's degree in education. He later earned his master's
degree at Whitworth. Doug taught in the West Valley School District for more
than 25 years and served in the Army from 1962-64. He enjoyed singing,
sports, and playing brass instruments. He was also a member of the EI Katif
Shriners in Spokane. Doug is survived by his mother, sister, daughters, and
grandchildren. Shirley J. Haegele, '94, died Feb. 26. Juanita 8eth (Bierig)
McDonald, '95, died Feb. 26.
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19805
1988 David Paul LaMontagne serves as the stated clerk of the Presbytery
of New Brunswick. He published his first book, Barth and Rationality: Critical
Realism in Theology, in 2012.
DEATHS
Alfonso M. "AI" Marsh, '81, died Aug. 3, 2002. Lynnetle E. (Firkins)
Rogers, '81, died Oct. 6. Born in 1959, she was a fourth-generation native
of a pioneer family. Known for her extraordinary faith and uproarious
humor, Lynnette was a social butterfly. After earning her religion degree
from Whitworth, she graduated from the University of Colorado with a
master's degree in education and counseling. She also was a leader at
Cross Sound Church and was an elder in the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.).
She is survived by her husband of 27 years, her children, her sister, and
many friends and family. Christina M. (Runge) Wehr, '81, died Aug. 18.
Helen M. Shanewise, '82, died Sept. 19. After earning a bachelor's degree
from Mount Union College (Ohio). Helen and her husband, Bob, moved to
Spokane. She graduated from Spokane Community College and went on
to earn a master's degree from Whitworth. In the 1990s, Helen and Bob
built and operated an assisted-living facility in Spokane. She served on
many auxiliaries, boards and committees and did volunteer healthcare
work overseas with Bob. She was also an instrument-rated pilot who flew
in the 1970 All-Woman Transcontinental Air Race. She is survived by her
daughter, sons, grandchildren, and nieces. Judy L. (Boyd) VanHoutan, '83,
died Jan. 5. Janice (Dudley) Baldwin, '84, died Nov. 10. Born in July 1930,
Janice married Merle M. Baldwin in March 1951, in Pullman, Wash., where
she and her husband started their family. She graduated from Washington
State College with a sociology degree and earned a master's degree from
Whitworth. From 1971 to 1992, Janice worked at Pomeroy High School, but
she was also proud to be a homemaker. She was an active member of the
Pomeroy United Methodist Church for more than 50 years, and she also
participated in Camps Farthest Out, the Treble Triad, and Nine Belles. She is
survived by her husband, her sister, and other family. Eugene Jordan, '85,
died Oct. 20, 2010. Timothy L. Robertson, '86, died Jan. 16. Tim was born
in Wisconsin and lived in several states before graduating from Whitworth
with a degree in religion. While volunteering at the Ghost Ranch .- .J
Conference Center, in New Mexico, he met and fell in love with lois
Anderson. They married in 1984, and they lived and raised two
children in Spokane. Tim was a park ranger, a tour bus driver, an
academic advisor and a counselor who was known for his love of
music, his adventurous spirit, his enjoyment of travel, and his joy
at spending time with his family and friends. James L. Walker, '86,
died Nov. 8. Born in 1964,Jim was raised in North Bend, Ore. He
worked as a computer programmer and in related fields for the
next 20 years. His passions included politics and computers, in
which he immersed himself through his website, Orbusmax. Jim
also enjoyed attending basketball tournaments and visiting his
family. He is survived by his parents, his sister, Janine Martin, '69,
and other family members.
19705
1973 Dennis Frederick has published a book, Conquering Pornography.
Theodore Mattie is in his 34th year serving First Presbyterian Church of Port
Angeles, Wash. Tim Lickness is retiring after 36 years as an attorney, the last
15 of which were spent with liberty Mutual Insurance. He plans to increase
the amount of volunteer work he does as a counselor and religious instructor
to U.S. Marines at Camp Pendleton, Calif. He has also helped build 40
houses in Mexico with Baja Christian Ministries. He plans to volunteer with
Operation Second Chance, which provides assistance for military veterans.
Tim and his wife, Barbie, have three adult children and one grandchild.
1978 Tim Anderson designs systems for increased democratization using
consensus through Next Step Together.
DEATHS
Donato L. "Don" Faoro, "74, died Aug. 9, 2010. Mary Rita (Cowell)
Andre, '75, died March 27, 2011. Alyne E. "Mickey" Faoro, '76, died July
6,2006. Susan (Ansoligue) Klugow, '78, died of cancer in June 2008.
She was a mother not only to her two daughters, Erin and Aly, but also
to many students at Northwestern High School, where she worked as an
administrative assistant for 15 years. Susan is survived by many family
members, including her husband of 31 years, Richard, x'79, her brother,
John D.Ansotigue, '74, and her sister, Helena M. (Ansotigue) Reynolds,
'75. Alfonso M. Marsh II, '78, died Jan. 23, 2012. Born in 1949 in Iexas, he
grew up traveling throughout North America and Europe in a military family.
He enlisted in the Navy when he was 17 and served as part of the Western
Pacific Fleet; he was also a Vietnam vet. He married in 1974 in Spokane.
After graduating from Whitworth, he, his wife, Marsha, and their two sons
moved to Seattle, where they lived when their daughter was born in 1982. He
worked in the telecommunications industry for more than 25 years. In July
2011, despite a cancer diagnosis, he was able to travel with his family on a
scenic cruise in Alaska. He is survived by family and friends. Joyce M. Settle,
'78, died of Alzheimer's disease on Dec. 16. She earned her education
degree from Gonzaga University in 1951, in the school's first class of women.
Her husband became a military doctor, and their family lived many places
around the world before he and Joyce parted ways. In 1974,Joyce returned
to Spokane and earned her master's degree at Whitworth. In 1978, she
married Daniel Settle. She worked many years in the Spokane area as a
counselor and therapist. In 2005, after Daniel's death, Joyce partnered with
Karl Meister. Joyce was a watercolor artist and a writer who also enjoyed
gardening, hiking, biking, traveling and singing. She is survived by three
sisters, one brother, and other family.
Hawk Takes Flight
By Lydia Buchanan, '13, & Josie Camarillo, '14
A college major is a passport
for some and a springboard for
others. For Ryan Hawk, '97,
it was the latter. After several
years working in international
business, in which he earned
his degree ar Whirworrh, Hawk
chose to pursue photography
as a profession. He says, "My
dominant rhoughr back then
was, II have to do something
more creative ... something
that matters. And I have to get out of a cubicle!" He
did, indeed, escape rhose four fabric walls: Today he is
the photographer and videographer on staff at Seattle's
Woodland Park Zoo
Whitworth is not only where Hawk met his wife,
Heather (Porter), '99; it is where he discovered
his calling. llWhitworth ... was about being broad in
knowledge and deep in knowing who you are," he says.
Associate Professor Emeritus of Sociology Ron Frase was
one influential mentor in Hawk's vocational philosophy.
"Ron's words on the Central American Study Tour spoke
to the core of my personality," Hawk says, "and gave me
validation that I didn't have to excel in one thing only. I
could experience all rhar life has for me and jusr rry ro do
good work in the process."
Hawk's work rakes him ro places like Papua New
Guinea, and allows him to interact closely with the
exotic zoo animals he photographs. He remembers when
a tour-week-old Sumatran tiger sank her teeth into his
calf and rhen fell asleep on his foor. Hawk says, "I'm
lucky enough to have subject matter that people can't
seem to get enough of, and it's rewarding to see that tens
of millions of people around the world have seen your
work. It is a great motivator for those days you're stuck at
your desk ediring.
"Photography and short videos communicate
instantly," he says. "And that's so crucial to my work in
conservation. Images have the power to change hearts
and minds."
Hawk says, "If there's something I want to leave behind,
it's the celebration of the complex beauty we have all
around us. If you stop to look, you'll see it everywhere."
To view some of Hawk's work, please visit www.
yourube.com/woodlandparkzoo or www.facebook.com/
ryanhawk.
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19605
1963 Ruth Ann (Ferrall) Dalley, who is part of a team working to introduce
teen writers to the Christian publishing world, is setting up and facilitating a
teen writers' contest. Bill Sperling, who recently retired after 25 years with
U.S. Bank, joined the SMO Private Bank Advisory board, in Seattle. 1968
Peggy (Thomas) Turner and her husband, Grice, relocated to Lubbock, Texas,
in 2003 and started Wash'n Wag'n, a mobile dog-grooming business. Peggy
describes it as being "a ministry to dogs and their people" Loren Minnick's
daughters, Sarah and Jane, own a Zagat-rated top 10 Portland restaurant
called "Lovely's 50-50:' His son, Casey plays basketball for Whitman College
and will graduate in 2014. 1969 Wendy (Munro) Boyd reunited with Mary
(Poore) Heindl, '66, her "big sister" from her freshman year at Whitworth,
through an adult Bible study at Sequim (Wash.) Bible Church.
DEATHS
Lorne M. "Mac" Swanstrom, '61, died Jan. 13. Mac graduated from
Whitworth with a business degree. A lifelong resident of Duluth, Minn., he
worked for Dwight Swanstrom Co., owned Dwight Swanstrom Realty, and
worked for St. Mary's Hospital and at the St. Louis County Courthouse. He
was also a U.S.Army veteran who served in the Minnesota National Guard
and Army Reserve. Mac was an avid sports fan and enjoyed golfing, hunting
and fishing. He is survived by his wife, daughter, son, sister, brothers, and
other family and friends. Julie (Gunn) Hays, x'63, died Feb. 19,2003.
Alberta (Galt) Price, x'63, died Feb. 12. "Bertie" earned her bachelor's
degree in education from the University of Wyoming and got married in
1967. She worked in the telecommunications industry for 27 years. Bertie
was a member of First Presbyterian Church, in Cheyenne, Wyo., and enjoyed
quilting, counted cross-stitch, and playing games. She is survived by her
husband, Tom, her two sons, and other family and friends. Richard l.
Shannon, '63, died Sept. 1. R. Roberta (White) Standard, '63, died Sept.
2. David l. Kendall, '64, died Nov. 23. Born in Spokane in 1942, Dave
graduated from Whitworth with a bachelor's degree in physical education. In
1965, he graduated from Indiana University with a master's degree in sports
medicine. He worked at the University of the Pacific, in Stockton, Calif., as an
instructor and head trainer, and, in 1967, he married Elaine C. "Becky" Beck.
Dave worked as a summer camp trainer for the NFt.:sOakland Raiders, as
an assistant trainer for the Denver Broncos, and as the head trainer for the
'64-'65 Reunion
Mark your calendars now for the combined 50th
reunions of the classes of 1964 and 1965 next June
20-22,2014. The weekend will include activities,
gatherings and meals planned by your classmates,
including overnight accommodations in Whitworth
residence halls. Classmates who attended for just a
year or two and did not graduate from Whitworth are
warmly invited to attend. Watch for more details.
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Tampa Bay Buccaneers. In 1977, he was hired by Western Montana College
to build an athletic-training program, which became nationally recognized.
Dave is survived by his wife, daughter, son, brothers, and other family
members. William A. Olsen, '64, died Sept. 30, 2008. Bruce E.Webster,
'66, died Oct. 22 at his home in Puyallup, Wash. He is survived by his two
sons and three sisters. Lowell E. Jacobs, '67, '72, died Oct. 19. He was a
Spokane resident for more than 75 years. He attended North Central High
School and Washington State College, and he earned his bachelor's and
master's degrees at Whitworth. He worked for his family's bakery, for Great
Western Fuel Company, and at Spokane Falls Community College. Lowell
was a member of the Spokane Central Lions Club for nearly 50 years. His
wife, Eleanor, and he enjoyed traveling, gardening and spending time with
family. After 63 years of marriage, Eleanor died recently. Lowell was known
for his humor, kindness, and upbeat attitude. He is survived by his son, his
daughter, and other family members. John E.Washburn, '67, died Feb. 11.
lohn C. Boppell, '68, died Sept. 3. Born in Seattle in 1947, John grew up
in Santa Cruz, Calif., where his father started the Santa Cruz Shirt Company.
After college, John moved to South Africa, where he started American Parlour
Ice Cream, which grew into a major company in the country. John is survived
by his wife, Jill, and his stepdaughter, sisters, brother, grandson, and nieces
and nephews. Dennis D. Roffler, '69, died Feb. 26.
19505
1958 Mary (Van Wechel) VanHorton enjoys gardening, traveling, spending
time with her family, and serving as a deacon at her church.
DEATHS
Hazel (Belcher) Bishop, x'50, died April 19,2011. Born Oc1.24, 1928, she
passed away peacefully in her sleep. She is survived by her husband, two
daughters, one brother, three grandchildren, and one great-granddaughter.
Miriam E. (Murphey) Clark, '50, died Sept. 30. After graduating from
Whitworth, Miriam earned a master's degree from San Jose State University.
After raising her children, she became an adult-education teacher and a
librarian. She loved travelling with her husband, Ken, and she enjoyed
history, the outdoors, and raising golden retrievers as guide dogs for the
blind. She trained her last dog, Pelly, as a therapy dog. Miriam is survived by
her husband, children, and grandchildren. Kenneth W. Elfbrandt, x'50, died
Jan. 17,2012. Dr. James P. Levell, '51, died Aug. 10,2012. Gloria (Stokes)
Murphy, '51, died Aug. 26. She was the daughter of Frank Allen Stokes,
president of the Northwest chapter of the NAACp,and, as a child, she met
Thurgood Marshall, Langston Hughes and BookerT. Washington. She was a
charter member of the first Atrican-Arnerican Girl Scout troop in Spokane,
and she later became the first African-American female research scientist to
be hired by Kaiser Aluminum. During WWII, she volunteered overseas in Korea
and Guam, where she met her husband, Howard D. Murphy, '56. They were
married for 50 years before he died, in 2001. For 10 years, Gloria taught fifth
grade at Arlington Elementary School. After she retired, she traveled to
Hawaii, Italy, the Panama Canal and Mexico. She is survived by three children
and six grandchildren. Roy R. Myers, '51, died Dec. 31, 2012. Born in June
1923, Roy became a Christian at the age of 17. He used the GI Bill to attend
college so that he could enter a career in ministry. Roy served in the U.S.
Navy from 1943-46 as a Machinist 1st Class in Pensacola, Fla.; New York;
Astoria, Ore.; and San Diego. While he was based in Astoria, he met and fell
in love with Dorothy "Dot" Kujala. They married on Jan. 3,1946, and soon
relocated their young family to the Pacific Northwest. After completing his
degree at Whitworth in three years, Roy went on to graduate from Columbia
Theological Seminary with a master's degree in divinity. After pastoring for
several years, Roy entered the National Guard in Mississippi. As an active-
duty chaplain, he ministered to troops and their families across the U.S. and
in Korea, Vietnam and Germany. After retiring from the military, Roy continued
to pastor until his retirement in 1996. Roy will be remembered for his
genuine interest in people. He is survived by his wife, his daughters, including
Susan K.(Myers) Holmes, '68, his sons, including Daniel P. Myers, '70, and
other family and friends. Rev. James F. Patten, Jr., '51, died April 20, 2011.
Born in July 1927,Jim grew up in Glendale, Calif. and enlisted in the Army
near the end of WWII. He attended Pepperdine College before graduating
from Whitworth. Then he attended San Francisco Theological Seminary and
was ordained with the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) in 1954. Over the course
of his life, he served in seven churches in Washington, Oregon and California.
Jim had a passion for justice and fairness in his ministry and will be
remembered for his sense of humor and his storytelling abilities. He is
survived by his wife, one brother, three sons, one daughter, and other family
members. Lucy Naomi (Cameron) Smith, '51, died March 16,2011. Glenn
L. Button, '52, '55, died Nov. 6. Born in 1920 in Idaho, Glenn attended
Coyne Electrical School in Chicago. In January 1942 he married Adona F.
Booher, with whom he had four children. Glenn enlisted in the Navy in April
1942 and served in nine major invasions in the Pacific Theater and on
occupation duty in China. He graduated from Whitworth and earned a
master's degree from the University of Idaho. He worked as a school
psychologist for more than 20 years before going into private practice. Adona
passed away in October 1967.Two years later, Glenn married Gladys H.
Buhler. He had 30 years of perfect attendance with the Kent Rotary Club and
was a 55-year member of Kent First Baptist Church. Glenn is survived by his
wife, two daughters, and other family and friends. Philip D. McDonald, '52,
died Nov. 4. Elizabeth J. (Kristoffersen) Pickarts, x'52, died Oct. 31. While
she attended Whitworth, Elizabeth's father fell ill and she returned to
California. After finishing college, she married and raised her three children in
Rialto, Calif., where she lived for 24 years. In September 1978, Elizabeth
married Del Pickarts. She became a member of her local Presbyterian church
and was active in her community. Elizabeth was known for her cooking and
her committed friendships. She is survived by her husband, daughters, son,
stepchildren, and other friends and family. Herbert Wayne "Smiley"
Richards, '52, D.Min., died Sept. 6, 2011. Herb became a Christian in high
school before attending Whitworth, where he met his wife, Doris, '52. After
graduation, he taught school in Portland while earning his master's degree at
Wie geht es dirt
Two friends and alums who live and serve an hour from
each other in Germany recently spent time together at
a flea market on the banks of the Elbe River outside
Dresden. Marylee Keller, '12, is a Fulbright recipient and
English-teaching assistant at an elementary school near
Dresden. Travis Niles, '11, works with Alongside Ministries
International of the Lutheran Church of Saxony, in Gornau
Parish, just outside of Chemnitz. Whitworlhians for Life
connect around the world!
Portland State University. Over seven years, Herb and Doris took in seven
teenage foster sons. In 1963, the Richardses were selected to teach English
in the Pacific Islands of Micronesia. In 1964, Herb became the principal of
the Outer Island High School in the Caroline Islands, where he was able to
enact many positive changes before returning to the U.S. In 1976, Herb
returned to the Eastern Caroline Islands to teach English and the Bible. In
1986, he became the English-language coordinator for International Baptist
College, in Honolulu, and earned his doctor of ministry degree. In 1992, the
Richardses retired and moved to Florida. In the late 2000s, Herb was
diagnosed with Parkinson's disease. He will be remembered as a humble,
giving man who was devoted to Jesus Christ and His church. Marlene
(Clem) Arthur, x'53, died Feb. 8. Gordon Ellis Finley, '53, died Aug. 15,
2002. Born March 2, 1927, Gordon graduated from Whitworth with degrees
in business administration and psychology. He also earned a provisional
teaching certificate in 1956. Gordon eventually graduated from Eastern
Washington University with a master's degree in education. Alan Johnson,
x'53, died Sept. 20, 2012. Bill Rippy, '53, died March 8, 2007. Robert P.
Vaughn, x'53, died Jan. 26. Bob attended Whitworth and the University of
California to earn a history degree. During college, he was a Young Ufe
leader. Bob went on to receive a master's degree in divinity from Princeton
Theological Seminary. In 1956, he married Unda Gallagher, and they lived in
Seattle, where Bob became the associate minister at Mt. Baker Presbyterian
Church. The family moved back to California in 1962 for Bob to be the
associate minister at Concord Presbyterian Church. Throughout his life, he
also ministered at two other churches and held leadership positions with a
variety of community organizations. Bob enjoyed traveling and will be
remembered as an attentive and beloved grandfather. He is survived by his
wife, children, and other family and friends. Ann Joyce (Pollock) Nordman,
'54, died Sept. 7,2012. June M. (Haylette) Mudge, '55, died May 9, 2008.
Margaret Lotine Bliesner, '57, died March 1 in Spokane. Born in Shedd,
Ore., in 1932, she was the eldest daughter of Leroy and Leola Starnes. From
1965 until 1994, Margaret was a public health nurse with the Spokane
County Health Department. She enjoyed crafts and travel and was a member
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ofWhftworth Community Presbyterian Church. Margaret is survived by her
sisters and other family members and friends. lawrence P. Charneskl, '58,
died Jan. 22. Born in Spokane on Sept. 5, 1931, Larry served as a
lithographer in the U.S. Navy. In addition to attending Whitworth, Larry
attended Washington State University. For many years, he was a vocational
rehabilitation counselor with Goodwill Industries. In 2009, his beloved wife of
44 years, Marlene, passed away. Larry was an active member with many
community organizations and an avid supporter of the arts in Spokane. He
will be remembered for his love of his grandchildren and his charismatic
humor. Larry is survived by his son, daughter-in-law, granddaughter, and
grandson. Rev.Kenneth Grissom, '58, died Nov. 7. Ken earned his education
degree at Whitworth, where he ran track and played football and tennis. He
attended Trinity Seminary for two years and then spent seven years ~s a
missionary, serving in Venezuela. For a total of 41 years after that, he served
local churches in the U.S. Ken is survived by his wife, four sons, daughter,
sister, grandchildren, and great-granddaughter. Elaine Hazel (Jones) Klose,
'58, died July 23, 2012. Samuel P'Thiessen, '58, died Jan. 4. Born in 1936
in Ainsworth, Neb., Samuel moved with his family to Washington state when
he was an infant. After he graduated from Whitworth, Sam graduated with
honors from Pacific Banking School. He had a long and successful career in
trust management. After 30 years with Bank of America, Sam retired to work
for Safeco Trust Co., BNY Mellon, and D.A. Davidson. He will be remembered
for his wicked sense of humor and for his love of traveling with his family.
They visited Canada, Hawaii and Mexico, and South Africa was next on his
bucket list. Sam is survived by his wife, Sallie, their daughters, and their twin
granddaughters. Doreen Elinor loiselle, '59, died Nov. 4. Born in 1923 in
Spokane, Doreen attended Washington State College for two years before
marrying Richard Burnham. They lived on various Army Air Force bases during
WWII. Eventually, they divorced and Doreen remarried. She and her second
husband, Leonard Loiselle, moved back to Spokane, where she completed
her education degree at Whitworth and taught at Lidgerwood Elementary
School. After she retired, she was active in civic affairs and a wine club. She
wrote and published the book Add Wine: A Primer on Buying Wine and
Serving It. Doreen is survived by her brother, her grandchildren, and other
family members. Marilyn Marcella (Krumm) Van Der Werff, '59, died Jan.
14,2012. Born in 1937, Marilyn met her husband, Vernon, '57, during her
college years. They were married in Tacoma, Wash., in 1959. They soon moved
to Holland, Mich., where Vern completed seminary while Marilyn worked for
the Holland Public Schools, where she was a teacher for 25 years.The
couple spent 41 years serving in various Reformed churches in Illinois,
Michigan and California. Marilyn was active in a wide variety of church
ministries including singing with choirs; she also enjoyed traveling
internationally with her husband. Later in her life, Marilyn was known as a
joyful grandmother who cultivated strong reading skills in her grandchildren.
She is survived by her husband of 53 years, her sons and daughters-in-law,
her sister, luella lee (Krumm) Sheldon, '53, and other friends and family.
Dee Wahl, '59, died Dec. 28. Born in July 1934, Dee graduated from
Whitworth with a business degree before serving in the U.S.Army. He was
stationed in Germany for two years before he returned to the Tri-Cities as a
social worker for the Department of Social and Health Services. After 36
years with DSHS, he worked for Iri-City Residential Services before retiring
and moving to Dayton, Wash. He enjoyed watching the Seahawks and
reading. He is survived by his wife, Betty, one brother, one sister, and one
stepdaughter.
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1949 Martha (Dunlop) Peterson published her book, I Was There...When,
a memoir of her time in the Peace Corps and of her world travels teaching
English and sharing the Bible.
1942 Dolores (Muench) Hoyt's poem "This Ole House" was printed in the
book Best Poets of 2011 Volume 2, by Eber and Wein Publishing. Someday,
Dolores would like to publish a "small book about a child's world:'
DEATHS
Helen (Burggrabe) Adams, x'40, died Oct. 8. Born in Spokane in 1915,
Helen attended Kinman Business College and Whitworth before graduating
from the Swedish Hospital School of Nursing, in Seattle, in 1941. Helen
married Clyde W.Olsen in Tacoma, Wash., in 1942. During the majority of
her life, Helen taught and practiced nursing. In 1962, she and her family
moved to Hermiston, Ore. After Clyde passed away, Helen married Alexander
G. "Ax" Adams, who passed away in 1969. She carried on as owner and
manager of the family's arts and stationery store for a while before becoming
a registered nurse. Helen volunteered as a camp nurse for more than 25
years and enjoyed nature walks. In addition to serving for 16 years on the
Hermiston City Council, she was a member of various boards, founded two
garden clubs, and was a member of the First United Methodist Church for
50 years. She is survived by her daughter-in-law, grandchildren, 11 great-
grandchildren, and other family members. louise G. (Holder) Harbin,
'43, died Nov. 21. Born in June 1922, Louise served in the U.S.Marine
Corps Women's Reserves from June 1943 to 1945. She was honorably
discharged as a sergeant. Her husband, Joe Harbin, also served, as a U.S.
Marine Corps sergeant major. Louise was a life member of the Edith Macias
Vann Chapter of the Women Marines Association. She battled cancer and
won, learning to value every additional day on earth. She enjoyed theatre
and social gatherings and was known for having a big heart and cherishing
her friends. She is survived by her two sons, her grandson and other family
members. lloyd G. Uecker, '47, died Dec. 30. Born in 1919, he spoke only
German before starting school. After high school, Lloyd moved to California,
where he secured a position building military aircraft at Consolidated Vultee,
in San Diego. Later, Lloyd was appointed as the pastor of First United
Brethren Church, in Spokane. Soon after, he graduated from Whitworth with
a psychology degree. In 1948, he was appointed to Englewood Evangelical
United Brethren Church, in Salem, Ore., where he met and fell in love with
Mary Jo Hall. They married in 1952. Their two sons were born in Salem before
the family moved to Portland, Ore., in 1963. There, in 1967, Lloyd merged
three small church congregations into one as Tabor Heights Church. Over the
years, he continued to serve at multiple churches, and he retired in 1986.
After retirement, he continued to be active in ministry. Over his lifetime,
Lloyd participated in three overseas ministries. He will be remembered
for his enthusiasm for life and ministry. He is survived by his wife, sons,
granddaughters, and nieces and nephews. William Donner, '48, died Oct.
17. William's family moved to Spokane from Idaho when he was four years
old, in 1926. In 1940, he enrolled at Eastern Washington State College and
began playing football. In 1942, he became team captain. His college and
football plans were interrupted by military service. Bill married Beverly Byers
on June 24, 1942. In 1945, he was part of the invasion of Iwo Jima as a
U.S.Marine. He was released from active duty on April 16, 1946. Later that
year, he returned to college at Eastern Washington State College to earn
his degree. He later taught math and coached football at Spokane's Lewis
& Clark High School. While teaching, Bill graduated from Whitworth with a
bachelor's degree in education. During the Korean War, he left his teaching
J
position to fight again with the USMC. He then retired, after 25 years of
service, returned to teaching, and, in 1956, earned his master's degree
from Eastern Washington State College. He later became vice principal,
then principal, of Lewis & Clark High School. He retired in 1970. After 58
years of marriage, Beverly passed
away, and Bill later married Achea,
with whom he enjoyed five years
of his life. He is survived by his
children, grandchildren, and great-
grandchildren. Beverly Jane (Winter)
Tobias, x'49, died Oct. 25. Born in
1928, Beverly grew up on a dairy
farm on Lovers Lane in Hollister, Calif.
She studied music at Whitworth.
While working at the Pennywise Drug
Store in Hollister, Beverly met and
fell in love with visiting pharmacist
Quentin Tobias. Within six months,
they were married. They settled in
Southern California, where Quentin
worked in real estate and citrus
farming. After 15 years, the family
realized its dream of operating a cattle ranch. Over the next 45 years, the
Tobiases expanded their ranching operations throughout three counties.
Beverly never retired, and she was a lifetime supporter of the Farm Bureau.
She also was a member of Hollister Presbyterian Church and enjoyed
cooking, gardening and storytelling. She was known for her infectious laugh.
Beverly is survived by her siblings, children, and other family members.
JamesAndrewWilliams,x'49, died Feb.L
19305
DEATHS
Genevieve B. (Wilson) Gollehon, '3S, died Sept. 26. Born in 1911, she
was a longtime resident of Waterville and Wenatchee Valley,Wash. She
was a teacher and a homemaker. Survivors include her daughter, Marilyn
(Gallehan) Plaza, '63. Mildred L. (King) Sandwith, '36, died Oct. 15. Born
in May t915, "Mickey" was married to Perry Jon "Pat" Sandwith until his
death in 1985. Mickey worked for attorney Sam Buck, for a fish cannery, and
for the San Juan County Engineers and Contractors. For decades, she lived
at her farm home and continued throughout her later years to contribute to
the San Juan Historical Society, to play bingo, to exercise, and to watch and
critique all sports. Mildred donated her body to the University of Washington's
School of Medicine for medical and surgical teaching and research. She will
be missed by her friends and family members. Faith (Helms) Rasco, x'37,
died Sept. 28. Born in May 1913, Faith met her husband, W.Wilson "Rusty"
Rasco, '37, at Whitworth. They married on April 21, 1935. Faith supported
her husband's lifetime dedication to church stewardship as he served with
five Presbyterian churches in Washington and California. In 1955, Bill was
elected finance director of the Synod of Washington and Alaska before being
elected executive director in 1966. They then moved to Bellevue, Wash.,
where Faith worked as the secretary at a Presbyterian church. In 1971, Bill
and Faith traveled to 20 countries around the world to observe Presbyterian
mission work. In 1986, they retired to Seattle, but Faith remained active in
various ministries. Faith was devoted to her family, never forgetting a birthday
and earning the reputation of a true "Mary Poppins" She is survived by her
daughters, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren.
Success Marks Lyford's
'Sweet' Life in Music
By Josie Camarillo, '14
The move from directing a small
choral group in a dinky Washingron
town to conducting 130 singers in the
Great Southwest might overwhelm some
musicians. Not Lori Lyford, '78, who has
been a music teacher for 35 years and the
director of Sweet Adelmes International's
Scorrsdale Chorus since 1993.
In 1983, Lyford began directing a Sweet
Adelines chorus of fewer than 30 members
in Prosser, Wash. The Rolling Hills Chorus
won first place in competition five times
during her 10 years there. Lyford decided
then to audition to direct the l30-plus-
member Scottsdale Chorus, in Arizona. <IIwill always
remember that [audition] night," she says. "They were
HUGE and I felt a little nervous .... The first thing I did
was to crack a joke about how big they were compared
to the chorus I was directing at home. They laughed, I
relaxed, and the evening went great!"
The Scottsdale Chorus has been in the top three
groups at every Sweet Adelines international competition
it has attended - a level of success that no other group in
the 25,OOO~memberorganization can claim. The chorus
has won first place four times: in 1984 and 1989 under
the direction of Bev Sellers, and in 2005 and 2010 with
Lyford at the helm. Group members hope to win gold
again this November at the international competition in
Honolulu.
After 30 years of success in Sweet Adelines, Lyford
says, "I'd love for people to know that barbershop singing
is a legitimate art form with good vocal production; it
offers fun for all ages, male and female."
In addition to her directing achievements, Lyford
has travelled the world teaching education classes and
seminars as well as coaching choruses. She has taught
in the United States, Canada, the United Kingdom,
New Zealand and Australia. She considers it her greatest
achievement to have taught for 35 years and to continue
to enjoy every minute of it.
And Lyford's current "day job" is also her dream job:
She is choral director at Chandler High School, in
Chandler, Ariz. What began for her with a degree in
music education and vocal performance at Whitworth
has turned into her lifelong passion.
To learn more about the Scottsdale Chorus, visit www.
scottsdalechorus.org.
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[AfterWORD]
Whitworth alumni in their own words
An International Journey through Spokane
By Regina Yan, '82
English literature brought me to
Spokane. My Hong Kong Baptist College
English Professor Eleanor Taylor told
me that she and her good friend Patricia
MacDonald, of Whitworth College,
had started a student exchange program
between the two schools. "You should
consider it," she said. I thought about it
and said "Why nod"
After graduation, I exchanged annual
Christmas letters with my Whitworth
English professor, Lewis Archer. A few
years ago, Isent him my long-overdue
gratitude, after reflecting on two decades
of my career working with countries in
the former Soviet Union. I don't speak
Russian and neither have I studied the
history or politics of these countries to
prepare me for the work I do. 1 wid Lew
that the only academic qualification I
could point to was my exposure to the
great Russian novels - Anna Karenina and
The Brothers Karamazov - that I read in his
class.
Success in international-development
work generally requires long-term
investment and persistent hard work.
This is especially true if one is promoting
active citizenry or building strong civic
institutions. In the early years I dreaded
going through customs. That's usually
where they shake you down for bribes. In
those days, vou were required to fill out
customs forms in great detail, including
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the exact amount of money you were
carry mg. You had to pull out all of your
money, count it in public, and then record
the precise amount.
Once, after turning in my forms, I was
pulled aside to verify the cash I carried.
The customs officer searched through my
bags, and it turned out I had $3 more than
I'd reported. I'd tucked some change in the
pocket of my handbag and had forgotten
about it. I immediately asked to correct my
form. "No!" the stern customs lady said.
"Fine!" I asked how much the fine would
be. "Fifty dollars," she said. It was obvious
that the officers were looking for a bribe.
Using my Whitworth~encouraged logic
and critical-thinking skills, I insisted they
show me the policy that said the fine for a
$3 error would be $50. After 15 minutes
of back-and-fcrth, the customs officer
realized she was wasting her time. She
waved me by. Once more, my education
had eased my passage.
Sometimes, what we see on the
surface can be deceptive. Several years
ago, after visiting program sites in the
countryside in western China, 1 was in
a car returning to the city. I saw a dozen
youngsters in their school uniforms
walking along the highway, carrying
backpacks and cardboard boxes. 1was
told they were from the villages and
were taking the rwo- to three-hour walk
back to their boarding school after a
weekend with their families. The locals
who were with me asked me to guess
what the children were carrying in their
backpacks and cardboard boxes. "Books
and homework?" I asked. "No," they said.
"They're carrying bread, their food for
the week, back to schoo\." At school, the
children got one small bowl of noodles
a day. All meals were eaten standing up
in the schoolyard; there was no cafeteria.
And small children slept two or three in
a bed. Who would have thought that a
question about what's in the backpack
would lead me to learn so much about
the lives of these youngsters? My curiosity
and interest in other cultures, honed
at Whitworth, led me to find out more
about the people around me in this place
about which my knowledge was limited.
I've circled back to Spokane a few
times over the years, mainly to visit my
mentors, life coaches and good friends
Professor Emeritus of Psychology Patricia
MacDonald and Carolyn Gowdy. ThIS
year I am speaking at the Great Decisions
lecture. What a remarkable journey it has
been that has taken me from Hong Kong
through Whitworth to Washington - and
then on to so many interesting places in
the world.
Yan was recendy named COO of The
Patient-Centered Outcomes Research
Institute, in Washington, D.C.
•
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The audacious plan to raise $1 million began as a casual
conversation on a boat. A group of early 1950s alums, enjoying
a lake cruise in June 1992 during their 40th Whitworth reunion,
reminisced about the great times, friends and professors they'd known
as students. Their discussion soon turned to the question "What can
we do that would really enhance Whitworth in its mission to educate
students' minds and hearts?" says Dick Cole, '51 (pictured with his
wife, Liz, '53). "We talked about some kind of contribution that would
have a lasting and even growing impact:'
The alums formed the Early Fifties Fund Committee, comprising Cal
Moxley,Virginia Ainley,Alice Scribner Power,Sue Holmes, Marie and
Vernon Buckley, Glenna and Art Symons, and the Coles. The group
decided to establish a pooled investment in which the principal
remained intact and grew, and the yield of interest and dividends was
distributed as scholarships to students with significant financial need.
"Our initial goal was to raise $200,000, but Paul Viren, '78
(Whitworth's then-director of alumni relations), challenged us to
think bigger and choose the goal of $1 million;' Dick Cole says.
The group accepted Viren's challenge and sent an appeal to fellow graduates from 1950-54. "They responded
generously;' Cole says.
The Early Fifties Endowed Scholarship donors - 154 alums and their spouses - not only reached their ambitious goal
in December 2012; they exceeded it. The fund currently stands at nearly
$1.1 million. To date, $368,509 in scholarships has been distributed to 90
deeply grateful students, many of whom could not meet tuition costs without
the alums' support.
"We want to encourage other alumni groups to establish their own special
endowment fund to help future generations of students have the Whitworth
experience;' Cole says.
What Whitworth group is special to you? Get the gang together and start
an endowed scholarship to honor your past and support students' futures.
To learn how to endow a scholarship at Whitworth, visit www.whitworth.eduj
endowedscholarships. Or contact Nancy Rau, '01, associate director of donor
relations, at nrau@Whitworth.edu or 509.777.4250.
To read about two Early Fifties Endowed Scholarship recipients and to view a
list of donors to the fund, visit www.whitworth.edujwhitworthtoday.
Liz, '53, and Dick, '51, Cole helped launch
the Early Fifties Endowed Scholarship.
An Early Fifties Endowed Scholarship
helped Anya Krmpotich, '12, complete
her B.A. degree in biology and Spanish.
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Did you know that the Whitworth Auxiliary has raised almost$200,000 in "lifetime giving"?
This dynamic fund-raising group has worked tirelessly for
98 years to support Whitworth. The auxiliary has evolved from
a small gathering of devoted women who sewed curtains for
dorm rooms into a dynamic membership that raised $13,500
in 2012 for residence-hall-lounge renovations, off-campus
travel experiences for international and Hawaiian students,
and scholarship support for the President's Discretionary
Scholarship Fund.
In 2012, the auxiliary established The Whitworth Auxiliary
Endowed Scholarship; the inaugural award will be given to a
student in fall 2015, to coincide with the group's centennial
celebration. The endowment allows the auxiliary to sustain the
legacy of its members as Whitworthians for Life and to continue
into perpetuity the values of Whitworth's mind-and-heart
education that its members so faithfully support.
Many Whitworrhians for Life, including the members of
the Whitworth Auxiliary, have used endowments to pass their
values on to future generations. When you create and fund a
named endowment with Whitworth, you will support a program,
facilities, or even part of the university's operating budget, and
your commitment to our mission and ideals will serve Whitworth
for generations to come.
For information on how you can include Whitworth in
your estate plans with an endowment, please contact The
Whitworrn Foundation at 800.532.4668 or visit our website:
www.whitworth.edu/foundation.
